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INTRODUCTION

AT the turn of the third century of American

constitutional hisory, the most important step in protecting the constitutional
right of free exercise of religion' has come not from the federal
courts, but from Congress. The subject is a recurring and familiar
question of church-state relations: when a valid law that is not
aimed specifically at religion nevertheless happens to prohibit or
penalize action that is religiously motivated, who should give way,
the government or the religious citizen?
Such unintentional conflicts arise often in a nation such as the
United States, where religion is pervasive and takes a bewildering
variety of forms, and where an activist government leaves few areas
of life unregulated. Although religious groups sometimes secure
legislative or administrative exemptions from regulation, they often
have had to resort to the Free Exercise Clause of the Constitution.
For almost thirty years, the federal courts sought to balance religious freedom with governmental needs, holding that substantial
infringements on religious freedom had to be justified by a "compelling state interest," even if they were the unintentional effect of a
general law. 2 Four years ago, however, an increasingly majoritarian
United States Supreme Court abandoned this task. In Employment
Division, Department of Human Resources v. Smith,3 the Court held that
in most cases the Free Exercise Clause does not protect religiously1. U.S. CONST. amend. I ("Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof....").
2. See, e.g., Sherbert v. Vemer, 374 U.S. 398 (1963); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406
U.S. 205 (1972).
3. 494 U.S. 872 (1990).
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motivated behavior that conflicts with a "valid and neutral law of
general applicability." 4 Constitutional protection of religious conduct is now limited mostly to the few instances where the govern5
ment purposely singles out religion for harm.
However, the Smith decision, with its deliberately far-reaching
scope, provoked a direct response in Congress. After three years of
off-again, on-again consideration, Congress in late 1993 passed the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA). 6 Section 3(b) of RFRA
provides that whenever government action "substantially burdens"
the "exercise of religion," the government must once again satisfy
the pre-Smith standard by proving that applying the law to the religious objector is the "least restrictive means of furthering" a "compelling governmental interest."7 At first glance, then, the statute
gives religious adherents and groups a virtual trump card to play
when their practices conflict with government regulation.
RFRA and its background, however, raise some distinctive and
bothersome problems of interpretation. For both political and jurisprudential reasons, the statute does not further define the central "compelling interest" requirement or the "substantial burden"
threshold that triggers it. Instead, Congress simply returned a
number of important issues to the courts. Moreover, both the concept of "restoration" and some of the background:of RFRA suggest
that the statute should be interpreted in light of pre-Smith case law.
Unfortunately, that case law contained substantial internal tensions.
While the Court had continued to advert to the "compelling interest" language before Smith, suggesting a highly protective attitude
toward religion, its actual decisions had grown more and more deferential to the government.8 A statute that'simply turns the clock
back to the day before Smith might not "restore" very much in the
way of religious 'freedom.
These ambiguities could undercut the effectiveness of the Act,
4. Id. at 879 (quoting United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 263 n.3 (1982) (Stevens, J., concurring)).
5. Id. at 877; see Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 113 S.
Ct. 2217 (1993) (striking down animal-cruelty ordinances gerrymandered to target
only sacrifices by Santeria religion). AsJustice Souter stated in Lukumi, the ban on
intentional discrimination against religion is "a principle about which there is no
disagreement," but instances of such discrimination are "rare.". Id. at 2240, 2243
(Souter, J., concurring).
6. Religious Freedom Restoration Act, Pub. L. No. 103-141, 107 Stat. 1488
(codified at 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000bb (West Supp. 1994)) [hereinafter "RFRA" or "the
Act"].
7. RFRA § 3(b), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000bb.
8. For a discussion of Supreme Court decisions suggesting increasing deference to the government, see infra notes 29-44 and accompanying text.
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as some observers have pointed out.9 Judges who, like the Smith
majority, are inclined to defer to any assertion of governmental
needs might find warrant in the statute for such an attitude. Critics
of RFRA might charge that its ambiguities permitted legislators to
speak in glowing terms of restoring religious liberty while assuring
concerned groups that the statute would not actually disrupt any
government interests. These ambiguities create a serious need for
guidance to courts interpreting RFRA to ensure that the statute'
does not fail in its purpose of protecting religious freedom.
This article traces RFRA's background, explains the issues and
compromises that lie behind its central language, and places it
within the ongoing debate over the extent to which religious exercise should be freed from generally applicable laws. For the most
part, this article does not attempt to propose another independent
theoretical or historical account of free exercise exemptions.10 To
be sure, theoretical and policy arguments are highly relevant, because RFRA sets a rather open-ended standard for courts to apply.
As with any instance of statutory interpretation, however, the ultimate goal is to explore the judgment reflected in the statute.
Part I briefly critiques Smith against the background of prior
free exercise law, recounts the history behind RFRA's enactment,
and sets forth the relevant provisions of the statute. Part II details
9. See, e.g., Ira C. Lupu, Statutes Revolving in ConstitutionalOrbits, 79 VA. L. REv.
1, 62-66 (1993);James E. Ryan, Note, Smith and the Religious Freedom RestorationAct:
An Iconoclastic Assessment, 78 VA. L. REv. 1407, 1437-41 (1992).
10. Several previous works favor exemptions to a greater or lesser degree. See
J. Morris Clark, Guidelinesfor the Free Exercise Clause, 83 HARv. L. REv. 327 (1969);
Abner S. Greene, The Political Balance of the Religion Clauses, 102 YALE L.J. 161-1
(1993); Douglas Laycock, The Remnants of Free Exercise, 1990 Sup. CT. REV. 1; Ira C.
Lupu, The Trouble with Accommodation, 60 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 743 (1992); Michael
W. McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism and the Smith Decision, 57 U. CHI. L. REv.
1109 (1990) [hereinafter McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism]; Michael W. McConnell, The Origins and Historical Understandingof Free Exercise of Religion, 103 HARV. L.
REV. 1409 (1990) [hereinafter McConnell, Historical Understanding];Stephen Pepper, Taking the Free Exercise Clause Seriously, 1986 B.Y.U. L. REv. 299. Several other
works have attacked constitutional exemptions. See Gerard V. Bradley, Beguiled:
Free Exercise Exemptions and the Siren Song of Liberalism, 20 HOFSTRA L. REv. 245
(1991); Steven G. Gey, Why is Religion Special? Reconsidering the Accommodation of
Religion Under the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment, 52 U. Pirr. L. REv. 75
(1990); Philip Hamburger, A ConstitutionalRight of Religious Exemption: An Historical Perspective, 60 GEO. WASH. L. REv. 915 (1992); William P. Marshall, In Defense of
Smith and Free Exercise Revisionism, 58 U. CHi. L. Rxv. 308 (1991) [hereinafter Marshall, In Defense of Smith]; William P. Marshall, The Case Against the Constitutionally
Compelled Free Exercise Exemption, 40 CASE W. REs. L. REv. 357 (1989) [hereinafter
Marshall, Constitutionally Compelled]; Mark Tushnet, The Emerging Principleof Accom-"
modation of Religion (Dubitante), 76 GEO. L.J. 1691 (1988); Ellis West, The Case
Against a Right to Religion-BasedExemptions, 4 NOTRE DAMEJ.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL'Y
591 (1990).
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the statute's ambiguities and returns to the theoretical underpinnings of free exercise protection in order to suggest and evaluate
solutions. Part II also discusses other general issues: RFRA's relation to pre-Smith law, the effect of legislative authorization on the
extent of free exercise protection, and the political dynamics that
led to RFRA's enactment.
Parts III and IV address the central interpretive issues: the
meaning of "compelling interest," "least restrictive means" and
"substantial burden[s] on religious exercise." RFRA rests on the
premise that government should not restrict religious practice, including that of minority and politically powerless religions, unless
the practice in question causes a direct, individualized harm to specifically identifiable, non-consenting third parties or a serious
threat to public health, safety and order. Both the underlying theory and previous case law, however, recognize limits on free exercise. First, an exemption should not be granted where it would
necessarily lead to many further claims whose cumulative effect
would create a serious public harm. Second, an exemption should
not be granted where it would go beyond eliminating burdens on
religion and create affirmative inducements or incentives to engage
in religious' practice. These same underlying premises also help define the class of "substantial burdens" that should trigger the compelling interest test.
In setting forth these arguments, this Article aims to sketch a
standard for protection under RFRA that is not absolute, but that
affords real protection for religious freedom. Finally, Part V discusses Congress' power to enact RFRA, as well as other issues of
interpretation that are likely to arise.
I.

FREE EXERCISE EXEMPTIONS THROUGH

A.

RFRA

Smith and the Prior Case Law

The Court's decision in Employment Division, Department of
Human Resources v. Smith1 shocked constitutional observers and
America's religious communities. The surprise was not in the holding that Native American religious believers had no free exercise
right to use peyote, an illegal hallucinogenic drug, as part of a worship service of the Native American Church. What was stunning
was the breadth of the Court's reasoning and its willingness to disre12
gard previous decisions.
11, 494 U.S. 872 (1990).
12. For detailed criticism of Smith's use of precedent as well as its theoretical
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For more than a quarter century before Smith, the Court had
held that laws placing significant burdens on religious practice had
to be justified as the "least restrictive means" of achieving a "compelling governmental interest." This "strict scrutiny" applied not
only to laws specifically aimed at religious practice, but to the far
more common situation of general laws that happen to affect the
religious practice of a certain group. For example, in Sherbert v. Verner,13 the Court held that state laws withholding unemployment
benefits from those who refuse "available suitable work" could not
be applied to a woman who refused to work on Saturday because it
was her Sabbath. In Wisconsin v. Yoder,14 the Court held that state
compulsory education laws could not be applied against Amish parents who refused to send their children to school after age fourteen
because they believed that formal high school education would undermine the children's commitment to the Amish faith and community. Most observers expected that the Court would continue to
apply the "compelling interest" test in Smith and consider whether
the government's interest in controlling drug use outweighed the
effect that prohibiting peyote use would have on Native American
religious practices.
Instead, the Court reached out and virtually eliminated all free
exercise challenges to "neutral law[s] of general applicability," regardless of how severely they infringed on religiously-motivated behavior. Such claims, the Court said, did not even raise a free
exercise issue; as long as the law applied to other activities as well as
to religion, the government need not give any reason for it.15 Thus,
arguments, see James D. Gordon III, Free Exercise on the Mountaintop, 79 CALIF. L.
REv. 91 (1991); Laycock, supra note 10, at 7-39; McConnell, Free ExerciseRevisionism,
supra note 10, at 1145.
13. 374 U.S. 398 (1963).
14. 406 U.S. 205 (1972).
15. Smith, 494 U.S. at 878-80. The Court did indicate that "compelling interest" analysis would continue to apply in a few categories of unclear scope-mostly,
it appears, to avoid directly overruling any previous decision. These exceptions
included so-called "hybrid" claims, those combining religion with some other constitutional right (free speech, freedom of association and parental control over
education). The Court also indicated that regulation would still be barred if it
excessively entangled church and state by requiring the government to decide religious issues or actively supervise religious activities. Id. at 881-82. Most lower
courts have given little or no effect to these exceptions. See, e.g., Salvation Army v.
Department of Community Affairs, 919 F.2d 183 (3d Cir. 1990) (holding that no
hybrid right of association protects against extensive regulation of shelter mission);
Health Serv. Div., Health & Env't Dep't v. Temple Baptist Church, 814 P.2d 130
(N.M. Ct. App. 1991) (recognizing no hybrid right protecting practice of spanking
in church child care center). But cf. First Covenant Church v. City of Seattle, 840
P.2d 174 (Wash. 1992) (applying "hybrid" category of free speech to claim that
landmarking of church sanctuary violated church's free exercise rights).
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in Smith, it was simply irrelevant that peyote is less dangerous than
other hallucinogens, that members of the Native American Church
generally use it under carefully controlled rituals, that it has an extremely bitter taste that discourages casual or recreational use and
that prohibiting its use would obliterate the Church's central
16
ritual.
Strictly applied, the Smith rule destroys most constitutional protection of religious practice. Although the Court said it would continue to shield religious belief and opinion, 17 much religious
activity is hard to fit into any category but pure "conduct." The bar
on laws aimed specifically at religion is not highly significant. As
Justice O'Connor pointed out, "few states would be so naive as to
enact a law directly prohibiting or burdening a religious practice as
such."' 8 The vast majority of intrusions on religious freedom come
from general laws enacted by legislatures that do not know or care
about the laws' effects on religion. In fact, there are many such
cases, given the tremendous increase in modern America in both
the scope of government regulation and the variety of religious
practices.
Lower courts read Smith for what it appeared to signal: the end
of free exercise protection in the vast majority of cases. Relying
largely on Smith, a host of courts denied free exercise protection
outright, often on the basis of minimal governmental interests. 19
Similarly, the Supreme Court's most recent free exercise decision,
16. Smith, 494 U.S. at 913-14 (Blackmun, J., dissenting, joined by two other
justices). Justice O'Connor provided a fourth vote for adhering to the "compelling
interest" test, but concluded that the need to prohibit peyote use was compelling.
Id. at 903-07 (O'Connor, J., concurring).
17. Id. at 877.
18. Id. at 894 (O'Connor, J., concurring).
19. See, e.g., Cornerstone Bible Church v. City of Hastings, 948 F.2d 464 (8th
Cir. 1991) (no free exercise right against zoning ordinance that excluded
churches from downtown area); American Friends Serv. Comm. v. Thornburgh,
941 F.2d 808 (9th Cir. 1991) (no free exercise right for Quaker organization to
avoid duty of investigating employees and reporting illegal aliens); Munn v. Algee,
924 F.2d 568 (5th Cir. 1991) (no free exercise right forJehovah's Witness to avoid
rule requiring tort plaintiff to mitigate damages by accepting blood transfusion),
cert. denied, 112 S. Ct. 277 (1991); Rector of St. Bartholomew's Church v. City of
New York, 914 F.2d 348 (2d Cir. 1990) (no violation of free exercise in restrictions
caused by designation of church building as historic landmark), cert. denied, 499
U.S. 905 (1991); You Vang Yang v. Sturner, 750 F. Supp. 558 (D.R.I. 1990) (free
exercise rights of Vietnamese Hmong family were not violated by unauthorized
autopsy performed on son); Montgomery v. County of Clinton, 743 F. Supp. 1253
(W.D. Mich. 1990) (free exercise rights were not violated by performance of legally-required autopsy on deceased that violated Jewish beliefs of deceased's
family).
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Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah,20 does not disturb
Smith's holding that the equal application of a neutral, general law
to religion is constitutional. The Lukumi Court simply held that
municipal ordinances prohibiting cruelty to animals were not neutral or generally applicable, and could not withstand strict scrutiny.
The Court's holding was based on the fact that the ordinances effectively targeted the ritual sacrifices practiced by the Santeria religion while exempting other kinds of ki'llings of animals (hunting,
fishing, even kosher slaughtering) that implicated comparable state
interests. 21 Although Smith's future is not entirely secure, it will
probably remain the constitutional standard for some time. 22
To understand and evaluate Congress' response to Smith in
RFRA, it is necessary to emphasize two further points. First, while
the Court rejected exemptions compelled by the Free Exercise
Clause, it invited the political branches to accommodate religion
through legislation ("permissive" exemptions). The Court emphatically refused to hold, as some commentators had urged, that religion-specific exemptions are always unacceptable because they
23
favor religion over other activities.
Instead, Smith's rule was based on 'judicial restraint" and institutional concerns related to the separation of powers. Given the
tremendous range of religious practices in America, the Court
20. 113 S. Ct. 2217 (1993).
21. Id. at 2227-34.
22. Setting aside the'power of stare decisis, the head counting on Smith's rule
of "equal treatment is enough" goes as follows. The rule commanded a 5-4 majority in Smith. Since then, onejustice in the majority (White) and three in the minority (Brennan, Marshall and Blackmun) have departed the Court. One of the
replacements, Justice Souter, has all but cast a vote to' overrule Smith. Lukumi, 113
S. Ct. at 2240-50 (concurring in part and in thejudgment). The clear votes add up
to 4-2 for Smith's rule. Justice Thomas has not yet specifically recorded his opinion, but he joined the portions of Lukumi that took Smith's rule as a given. Justice
Ginsburg's views are likewise uncertain, but as an appellate judge she argued passionately (and unsuccessfully) for the free exercise rights of religious citizens in
the military. Goldman v. Secretary of Defense, 739 F.2d 657, 668 (D.C. Cir. 1984)
(dissenting from denial of rehearing en banc), panel opinion aff'd, Goldman v.
Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986). In all likelihood, Thomas' and Ginsburg's votes
will split and the Court's rule in Smith will continue to be upheld by a 5-4 vote.
Since Justice Blackmun also opposed Smith's rule, his replacement can at most
preserve a four-justice minority against the rule.
23. Professors Gey, Kurland and Tushnet go so far as to claim that all free
exercise exemptions are unconstitutional establishments of religion. See Gey, supra
note 10, at 77; Philip Kurland, Of Church and State and the Supreme Court, 29 U. CH
L. REv. 1 .(1961);.Mark Tushnet, "Of Church and State and the Supreme Court". Kurland Revisited, 1989 Sup. CT. REv. 373. Professors Marshall and West simply argue
that the "favoritism" inherent in free exercise exemptions means they should not
be constitutionally required. See Marshall, In Defense of Smith, supra note 10, at 32024; West, supra note 10, at 634-35.
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stated that requiring the government to prove the necessity of a law
whenever a religious objection was raised would create anarchypermitting each individual, "by virtue of his beliefs, 'to become a
law unto himself.' "24 However, balancing the relative importance
of the religious claim against the governmental interest gave too
much discretion to unelected and unaccountable judges: "it is horrible," the Court stated, "to contemplate that federal judges will regularly" engage in such balancing. 25 The Court summed up its
argument:
It may fairly be said that leaving accommodation to the
political process will place at a relative disadvantage those
religious practices that are not widely engaged in; but that
unavoidable consequence of democratic government must
be preferred to a system in which each conscience is a law
unto itself or in which judges weigh the social importance
26
of all laws against the centrality of all religious beliefs.
Consistent with this logic, the Court encouraged legislatures to enact "nondiscriminatory religious-practice exemption[s]" through
the political process, implicitly assuring that many such exemptions
would be upheld against charges that they violated the Establishment Clause by favoring religion. 2 7 Smith, thus, paved the way for
legislative responses, including RFRA.
Another factor, however, complicates the legislative response
to Smith. Although that decision was shocking for the explicitness
and thoroughness with which it undermined free exercise rights, it
was the culmination of a long, slow retreat from strong protection
of religious freedom. Throughout the 1980s, the Burger and Rehnquist Courts, increasingly inclined toward majoritarianism, had
been undercutting the "compelling interest" test while continuing
to give it lip service. After Yoder, the Court never again upheld a
free exercise claim on the merits against a general law (except for
three unemployment benefits cases that were virtual reruns of
Sherbert28 ).
24. Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 885
(1990) (quoting Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 167 (1879)).
25. Id. at 887, 889-90 n.5.
26. Id. at 890.
27. Id. (stating that "a society that believes in the negative protection accorded to religious belief can be expected to be solicitous of that value in its legislation as well"). For a discussion of the Establishment Clause limits on
accommodation, see infra notes 202-17 and accompanying text.
28. Frazee v. Illinois Dep't of Employment Sec., 489 U.S. 829 (1989) (holding
that denial of employment benefits to person who refused certain work because of
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Some cases had applied the "compelling interest"; test but only
half-heartedly, finding it satisfied without a searching scrutiny of
the asserted need to regulate the particular religious conduct. For
example, in United States v. Lee,2 9 the Court found a compelling
interest in requiring Amish employers to pay social security taxes
against their religious scruples.3 0 The Court stated that upholding
the Amish claim would permit any taxpayer to challenge a government program to which he objected,3 1 but it ignored the fact that
Amish scruples forbade them from accepting any social security
payments either, thus proportionately reducing the burden on the
system.3 2 Likewise, in BobJones University v. United States,3 3 the Court
upheld the withdrawal of tax-exempt status from schools that practiced racial discrimination on religious grounds. 34 While the governmental interest in combatting racial discrimination is plainly of
great importance, the Court never explained why exempting Bob
Jones University and a few other isolated religious schools would
35
significantly undermine that overall policy.
In addition, the Court increasingly avoided applying the "compelling interest" test at the threshold. It adopted total deference to
the government in reviewing the religious claims of soldiers and
prisoners 36 as well as objections to the government's management
religious beliefs violated free exercise); Hobbie v. Unemployment Appeals
Comm'n, 480 U.S. 136 (1987) (same); Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707 (1981)
(same). In addition, a ruling that exempts a sincere religious believer from driverlicense identification requirements was affirmed without opinion by an equally divided Court in Jensen v. Quaring, 472 U.S. 478 (1985), aff'g sub nom. Quaring v.
Peterson, 728 F.2d 1121 (8th Cir. 1984).
29. 455 U.S. 252 (1982).
30. Id. at 254-59.
31. Id. at 259-60.
32. For this reason, Justice Stevens thought the majority's justifications were
so weak that it could not possibly be applying heightened scrutiny. Id. at 262 (Stevens, J., concurring).
33. 461 U.S. 574 (1983).
34. Id. at 574-605.
35. Id. at 604 & n.29. The compelling interest framework did lead the Court
to write narrowly, leaving open whether "churches or other purely religious institutions" must comply with all anti-discrimination laws in order to remain tax-exempt.
Id. In contrast, to apply Bob Jones broadly would mean that the large number of
churches with male-only clergy should all be denied exempt status. See Mary
Becker, The Politics of Women's Wrongs and the Bill of "Rights": A Bicentennial Perspective, 59 U. CHi. L. REv. 453, 484-86 (1992). For a further discussion of the strong
concerns on both sides in Bob Jones University v. United States, see infra notes 159-60,
194 and accompanying text.
36. O'Lone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. 342 (1987) (upholding, under deferential review, prison restrictions on Islamic prisoners' religious services);
Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986) (upholding, under deferential review, military's denial of soldier's right to wear non-obtrusive yarmulke).
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of its own internal records3 7 and its own land.3 8 Finally, in decisions immediately preceding Smith, the Court wiped out free exercise scrutiny in a large class of cases. The Court held that there was
no "constitutionally significant" burden unless religious objectors
could show that the government had forced them to violate specific
39
tenets of their faith.
Lower courts took the cue and also increasingly deferred to the
government when faced with free exercise claims. A survey of federal court of appeals decisions in the 1980s found that the government won a large majority of cases, sometimes at the threshold,
sometimes through an anemic approach to scrutinizing the government interests involved. 40 "Compelling" interests multiplied, with
37. Bowen .v. Roy, 476 U.S. 693, 707 (1986) (plurality opinion), (rejecting
claim of Native American who believed that government's assigning social security
number to his daughter would harm her soul).
38. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 448-49
(1988) (holding that in harvesting timber and building road near federally owned
forests, government was not required to minimize effect on Native American religious sites).
39. Jimmy Swaggart. Ministries v. Bd. of Equalization, 493 U.S. 378, 391-92
(1990) (no heightened scrutiny of claim for sales tax exemption where religious
organization did not have tenet against paying such taxes); Northwest Indian Cemetery, 485 U.S. at 449 (no heightened scrutiny because destruction of sacred sites did
not force Native Americans to violate their religious beliefs).
40. Ryan, supra note 9, at 1418-20 (finding that of 97 free exercise claims
brought in that time, courts of appeals rejected 85). Actually, the record was not
quite so one-sided. The student note omits a number of cases that were decided in
favor of the religious claimant. See, e.g., United States v. Ward, 973 F.2d 930 (9th
Cir. 1992) (upholding religious objections to taking oath on witness stand); Ferguson v. Commissioner, 921 F.2d 588 (5th Cir. 1991) (same); Leahy v. District of
Columbia, 833 F.2d 1046 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (upholding religious objection to providing social security number for driver's license); Gordon v. Idaho, 778 F.2d 1397
(9th Cir. 1985) (upholding religious objection to taking oath); Dayton Christian
Sch. v. Ohio Civil Rights Comm., 766 F.2d 932 (6th Cir. 1985) (rejecting sex discrimination suit against church-related school), vacated on other grounds, 477 U.S.
619 (1986). Several cases that the note describes as holding for the government
actually held for the religious claimant. Bethel Conservative Mennonite Church v.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 746 F.2d 388 (7th Cir. 1984) (holding
church's medical aid plan, which forced bona-fide religious purchases, exempt
from federal income tax); McCurry v. Tesch, 738 F.2d 271 (8th Cir. 1984) (striking
down padlocking of church-related school for violation of state education regulations), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1211 (1985); EEOC v. Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 651 F.2d 277 (5th Cir. 1981) (ruling for seminary on sexdiscrimination claims challenging male-only faculty hiring), cert. denied, 456 U.S.
905 (1982). Other cases that were cited in the note were remanded for application
of the balancing test. Fromer v. Scully, 837 F.2d 1086 (2d Cir. 1987) (remand
concerning prison directive requiring Orthodox Jew inmates to share beds);
Ogden v. United States, 758 F.2d 1168 (7th Cir. 1985) (remand to determine
whether restriction on sailors attending certain putative "church services" was justified); Peyote Way Church of Godv. Smith, 742 F.2d 193 (5th Cir. 1984) (remand
to determine whether statute criminalizing possession or distribution of peyote
violated church members' free exercise); Menora v. Illinois High Sch. Ass'n, 683
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courts finding, for example, that the government had an overriding
need to prevent church members.from aiding illegal aliens through
employment, 4' to conduct detailed oversight of church schools and
religiously-motivated home schooling, 42 to regulate labor relations
at parochial schools 43 and to prevent churches from discriminating

in employment as to "secular"jobs. 44 Any serious attempt to ensure
religious freedom,,therefore, would have to address.other developments besides Smith.
B.

The Development and Passage of RFRA

Smith provoked immediate and widespread surprise and anger.
A petition for rehearing was joined by a large number of religious
and civil liberties groups and more than fifty law'professors. 45 After
the denial of the petition, 46 a broad-based coalition of religious and
civil liberties groups formed to pursue the next alternative, restoring religious freedom by statute.
The legislative remedy suggested in Smith itself - exemptions
directed one-by-one at particular instances of conflict 47 - suffered
from significant weaknesses. A drafter and leading academic supporter of RFRA, Professor Douglas Laycock, later testified to ConF.2d 1030 (7th Cir. 1982) (remand to determine whether revised form of Jewish
yarmulke complied with legitimate headgear safety standards for basketball players), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1156 (1983); Costello Publishing Co. v. Rotelle, 670 F.2d
1035 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (remand to determine whether religious exemption from
antitrust laws is justified); Callahan v. Woods, 658 F.2d 679 (9th Cir. 1981) (remand to determine need for applicant's social security number for AFDC benefits). Finally, some of the cases were simply not free exercise decisions at all.
Philly's v. Byrne, 732 F.2d 87 (7th Cir. 1984) (due process); Lanner v. Wimmer,
662 F.2d 1349 (10th Cir. 1981) (Establishment Clause); NewJersey-Phila. Presbytery of the Bible Presbyterian Church v. New Jersey Bd. of Higher Educ., 654 F.2d
868 (3d Cir. 1981) (state license revocation proceedings did not involve free exercise and establishment issues). If one leaves remands out of the calculation, the
win-loss ratio for religious claimants is about 1:4 rather than 1:8-admittedly, still
not a strong record of free exercise protection.
41. Intercommunity Ctr. for Justice & Peace v. I.N.S., 910 F.2d 42 (2d Cir.
1990).
42. See cases cited in New Life Baptist Church Academy v. Town of E.
Longmeadow, 885 F.2d 940, 950 (1st Cir. 1989).
43. Catholic High Sch. Ass'n of Archdiocese of New York v. Culvert, 753 F.2d
1161 (2d Cir. 1985).
44. See, e.g., EEOC v. Pacific Press Publishing Ass'n, 676 F.2d 1272, 1279-80
(9th Cir. 1982); EEOC v. Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 651 F.2d
277, 286 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 456 U.S. 905 (1982).
45. Douglas Laycock, The Supreme Court's Assault on Free Exercise and the Amicus
Brief That Was Never Filed, 8J.L. & RELIGION 99, 99-100 (1990).
46. 496 U.S. 913 (1990).
47. Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 890
(1990).
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gress that such "piecemeal" exemptions, enacted "one statute at a
time, are not-a workable means of protecting religious liberty." Laycock reasoned that "[n] o church is big enough or tough enough to
fight [opposing-interests] off, over and over, at every level of government", and that individual believers would face even greater obstacles.48 Thus, religious freedom advocates quickly, settled on an
across-the-board approach, announcing a general standard covering all free exercise claims, rather than insisting that exemptions be
granted in specific situations.
The coalition behind RFRA included such unlikely allies as the
American Civil Liberties Union and the Traditional Values Coalition. 49 Obviously, the partners started from different and often
conflicting premises. On the one hand, the secular civil liberties
organizations and their members generally advocate keeping religion one step removed from the public square so as to prevent ecclesiastical coercion and facilitate the establishment of a "secular
public moral order."50 They also believe, however, that the free exercise guarantee should' continue to shield the rights of minority
religions and those "living apart in enclaves demarcated from the
civil order." 1 On the other hand, religious groups vary widely in
their attitudes toward government support of and involvement with
religion-although none could accept Smith's proposition that religious conscience must be subordinate even to modest secular interests of government. Thus, the coalition behind RFRA was fragile.
48. Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1991: Hearings on H.R. 2797 Before the
Subcomm. on Civil and ConstitutionalRights of the House Comm. on the Judicialy, 102d
.Cong., 2d Sess. 10-11 (1992) [hereinafter Hearings] (testimony .ofDouglas Laycock). Laycock argues for RFRA at greater length in Douglas Laycock, The Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 1993 B.Y.U. L. l4v. 221.
49.. See Open Letter from the Coafiiion for the Free Exercise of Religion (Nov.
3, 1993) (listing coalition members) (on' file with Villanova Law Review). Among
the other liberal religious and civil liberties organizations in the coalition were the
American Humanist Association, Americans United for Separation of Church and
State, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the People for the American
Way and the Unitarian Universalist Association. Conservative religious groups included Agudath Israel, Concerned Women for America, the Home School Legal
Defense Association, the Mormon Church, the National Association of Evangelicals and the Southern Baptist Convention's Christian Life Commission. Id.'
As one leading figure in the coalition put it, beyond RFRA the members were
"in agreement on very few things." Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1990: Hearing
on H.R.5377 Before the Subcomm. on Civil and ConstitutionalRights of the House Comm.
on the Judiciary,101st Cong., 2d Sess. 27 (1990) [hereinafter 1990 Hearings] (statement of Rev. Dean Kelley, National Council of Churches); see 139 CONG. REc.
H2357 (daily ed. May 11, 1993) (statemen t of Rep. Brooks) (noting "the unprecedented coalition of religious denominations and civil rights groups").
50. Kathleen M. Sullivan, Religion and LiberalDemocracy,59 U. CHL L. REv. 195,
198 (1992).
51. Id. at 219.
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Overall, the coalition partners could agree on the general principle
of restoring religious freedom, but consensus would evaporate if
any of a number of other issues were specifically addressed in the
statute.
Maintaining the size and breadth of the coalition was crucial to
passing the Act in Congress. In such a religiously pluralistic nation
as America, no single group, or even a small cluster of like-minded
religious organizations, could pool enough power to enact RFRA.
Religious freedom does not generally rank among Congress' most
pressing concerns. The statute's breadth would guarantee Congress' support for religious freedom in a wide range of situations,
potentially raising the hackles of many interest groups and government agencies. Thus, support for the statute had to be equally
broad. Because it enacted a general standard, rather than dictating
the result in any particular dispute, the statute did not promise
"concentrated benefits." 52 As a result, proponents could not depend on one sufficiently powerful group to push the matter to completion because its very survival depended on it.
To preserve maximum political attractiveness, the RFRA coalition decided that the most promising route was to design and market the statute primarily as a simple restoration of previously
existing free exercise rights. The Smith decision was a particularly
easy target because of the sweeping and contentious way in which it
subordinated minority rights to majority rule. But in order to maintain the coalition, RFRA's proponents were largely forced to avoid
dealing explicitly with more difficult and controversial questions
such as: how to specify the precise level of protection for religious
conduct; how to square free exercise exemptions with Establishment Clause limits on favoritism for religion; and how to address all
of the pre-Smith cases that had likewise contributed to the downfall
of free exercise rights.53 As one leading proponent of the statute
explained to Congress, every alternative formulation to the "compelling interest" test "create [d] more problems than it solve [d]."54
52.

See JAMES Q. WILSON, THE POLITICS OF REGULATION

366-70 (1980).

53. See How to Restore Religious Freedom: A Debate, FIRST THINGS, April 1992, at
48 (comments of W. Cole Durham, Edward McGlynn Gaffney, Douglas Laycock
and Michael W. McConnell) ("The coalition's solution was to enact the one point
of widespread agreement-laws that restrict religious practice should be forbidden
unless they meet a high standard of justification-and to say nothing about any
other issue.").
54. 1990 Hearings, supra note 49, at 29 (statement of Dean M. Kelley); see
Lupu, supra note 9, at 55 ("The likelihood that drafters could create and Congress
could approve legislation that addressed all of these matters no doubt appeared
exceedingly small.").
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Because of the necessity for maintaining the broad coalition, a
near fatal blow to RFRA was struck when, in early 1991, some antiabortion groups attacked the bill on the ground that it might create
a statutory right to choose abortion as a matter of religious conscience. The National Right to Life Committee and the United
States Catholic Conference both complained that, just as the
Supreme Court had begun to cut back on the privacy theory of Roe
v. Wade,5 5 RFRA might give abortion-rights litigators a new theory
to argue. 5 6 Both organizations wanted the bill to explicitly reject
such claims. 57 The Catholic Church also sought further amendments to prevent anyone from using RFRA to attack either government funding of religious organizations or their tax-exempt status.
The last two were issues previously decided under the Establishment Clause; the Church had fought long, exhausting legal wars
over them. Having finally just won major battles, 58 the Church
wanted to prevent the opening of any new fronts. Thus, later in
1991, some Catholic legislators and others opposed to abortion
rights introduced an alternative to RFRA containing the aforementioned provisions on abortion, funding and tax exemptions. 59
These issues, particularly abortion, stalled RFRA in Congress
for almost two years. The defection of some Catholic and anti-abortion legislators reduced the voting bloc. Moreover, President Bush
signaled that he would oppose RFRA unless it contained anti-abor55. 410 U.S. 113 (1973). Webster v. Reproductive Health Serv., 492 U.S. 490
(1989), at the time the latest pronouncement from the Court on abortion, had
upheld regulations previously struck down under Roes framework, and seemed to
foretell Roe's imminent demise.
56. SeeJames Bopp, Jr. & Richard E. Coleson, Why the Religious Freedom Restoration Act Needs an Abortion-NeutralAmendment (Mar. 27, 1991) (written by counsel for
the NRLC; on file with Villanova Law Review); Mark E. Chopko &John A. Liekweg,
A Commentary on Legislative Remedies to Employment Division v. Smith 6-13 (May 24,
1991) (written by counsel for the USCC; on file with Villanova Law Review).
57. See Fis-r THINGS, supra note 53, at 37, 39 (comments of Mark Chopko); see
also id. at 40-42 (comments ofJames Bopp,Jr., & Richard E. Coleson) (advocating
that Congress "amend RFRA (or enact alternative legislation) to exclude an abortion right"); id. at 42-43 (comments of William Bentley Ball, prominent Catholic
lawyer) (proposing amendment that would explicitly define "preventing the taking
of innocent human life through abortion" as "compelling state interest").
58. See Bowen v. Kendrick, 487 U.S. 589 (1988) (rejecting facial challenge to
statute including religious organizations in grants for organizations counseling
against teenage pregnancy); In re United States Catholic Conference, 885 F.2d
1020 (2d Cir. 1989) (holding that taxpayers lacked standing to object to tax-exempt status of religious organizations that lobbied against abortion), cert. denied,
Abortion Rights Mobilization Inc. v. United States Catholic Conference, 495 U.S.
918 (1990).
59. Religious Freedom Act of 1991, H.R. 4040, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991)
(introduced by Rep. Chris Smith). For a discussion of these disputes, and arguments against the proposed amendments, see Laycock, supra note 48, at 233-44.
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tion language, 60 and the bill's supporters lacked the votes to overcome presidential opposition. Alternatively, inserting the antiabortion and other amendments would certainly drive away liberal
coalition members like the ACLU, forfeit the votes of liberal members of Congress and doom the proposed statute. 61 The internecine dispute also drained whatever energy RFRA's proponents
might have had for undertaking a substantial alteration of the categories of free exercise jurisprudence. The distraction helped ensure that the statute would not go far beyond the simple notion of
restoring a "compelling interest" standard for "burdens" on
religion.
In the last half of 1992, however, a combination of developments concerning abortion removed RFRA's major impediments.
Free exercise arguments for abortion were made redundant by the
revival of other bases for abortion rights - including the surprising
reaffirmation of substantive due process rights in PlannedParenthood
of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Caseyt2 and the election of President
Bill Clinton, who supported federal abortion rights legislation.
Clinton, unlike Bush, was also ready to sign RFRA without anti-abortion amendments. Opposition from religious groups faded away,
and they settled for language in the statute and committee reports
that left undisturbed previous law on abortion, funding and tax
63
exemptions.
60. See Linda Feldmann, Congress to Boost Freedom of Religion, CHRISTIAN SCI.
MONITOR, May 17, 1993, at 1; Mark Silk, Restoring Faith's Freedom: Religious Liberty
Bill Cracks Anti-Abortion Coalition,ATLANTAJ.,Jan. 25, 1993, at E6 (Bush administra-

tion, while "officially neutral ... operated behind the scenes to stall passage" of
RFRA).
61. Proponents of RFRA argued -tha't the amendments "will draw intense opposition, and there is no experience to suggest that the 'conservative 'religious
lobby could prevail over such opposition in a Democratic Congress." FIRST
THINGS, supranote 53, at 48, 50 (comments of W. Cole Durham, Edward McGlynn
Gaffney,' Douglas Laycock & Michael W. McConnell); see Hearings,supra note 48, at
16 (testimony of Douglas Laycock) ("If I had deliberately set out to draft amendments that would prevent the enactment of any bill, I could not have done better
than these three amendments.").
62. 112 S. Ct. 2791 (1992) (modifying Roe but retaining the basic right to
abortion). The joint opinion in Casey prohibits abortion regulations that impose
an "undue burden" on the abortion right, but allows regulations-"informed consent" provisions, 24-hour waiting periods and certain kinds of parental consent
requirements for minors-that do not rise to that level of "undue burden." Id. at
2800. As Professor Laycock has argued, it seems highly doubtful that RFRA will
give any additional protection to abortion rights. RFRA only protects against "substantial burdens" on religion. If the burden is minimal under one doctrine, it
should be so under the other as well. See Laycock, supra note 48, at 240-41.
63. Section 7 of RFRA provides that nothing in the Act "shall be construed to
affect, interpret, or in any way address" the meaning of the Establishment Clause.
42 U.S.C.A. § 2000bb-7 (West Supp. 1994). -Section 7 further states that the provi-
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Thus, RFRA was reintroduced in March 1993 and, having already been thoroughly examined and debated, passed and became
law in a few months. 64 The only dispute came in the Senate, where
state officials tried unsuccessfully to add an amendment preserving
the unfettered discretion of prison administrators. 65 For both religious groups and the government, however, there still remains the
question of what Congress has wrought in enacting RFRA.
C.

The Provisions of RFRA

RFRA begins with a series of findings and purposes. The findings state that free exercise of religion is an "unalienable right" secured in the First Amendment, and that "laws 'neutral' toward
religion may burden religious exercise as' surely as laws intended to
interfere with religious exercise." 66 Noting that Smith gave the government free rein to burden religion through "neutral" laws, the
findings state that "the compelling interest test as set forth in prior
Federal court rulings is a workable test for striking sensible balances
between religious liberty and competing prior governmental interests." 6 7 The purpose of the Act, then, is "to restore the compelling
interest test as set forth in Sherbert v. Verner and Wisconsin v. Yoder
and to guarantee its application in all cases where free exercise of
sion of government aid or tax exemptions is permitted by RFRA "to the extent
permissible under the Establishment Clause." Id. For the committee report language on these issues and abortion, see Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, S.
Rep. Nos. 103-11, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 12-13 (1993), reprinted in 1993 U.S.C.C.A.N.
1892 [hereinafter Senate Report]; Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, H. Rep.
Nos. 103-88, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 8-9 (1993) [hereinafter House Report]; see also
139 CONG. REc. H2358 (daily ed. May 11, 1993) (statement of Rep. Hyde) (noting
that these "concerns have been resolved either through explicit statutory changes
or through committee report language").
64. See Rob Boston, Past Due Bill: Religious Freedom Restoration Act Finally Becomes Law, CHURCH & STATE, Dec. 1993, at 7-8; Peter Steinfels, Clinton Signs Law
ProtectingReligious Practices,N.Y. TiMEs, Nov. 17, 1993, at A18. RFRA was reported
out of the House committee with no dissents and passed the full House by unanimous voice vote on May 11, 1993. It passed the Senate (by a 97-3 vote) on October
27, 1993, was reapproved with conforming technical amendments by the House on
November 3, 1993 and was signed into law by President Clinton on November 16,
1993. Steinfels, supra, at A18.
65. See, e.g., 139 CONG. REc. S14,350-14,368 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1993) (recording Senate debate over prison amendment, No. 1083); Senate Report, supra note
63, at 35-36 (dissenting view of Sen. Simpson) (attaching letters from Association
of State Co-rectional Administrators). The proposed amendment was defeated by
a 58-41 vote. 139 CONG. Rc. S14,468 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1993). For a discussion of
prisoner claims under the statute as enacted, see infra notes 311-15 and accompanying text.
66. RFRA § 2(a)(1), (2), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000bb-2(a)(1), (2) (West Supp.
1994).
67. Id. § 2(a)(4), (5).
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religion is substantially burdened."68
The heart of the statute states that "[g] overnment may substantially burden a person's exercise of religion"-even through a "rule
of general applicability"-"only if it demonstrates that application
of the burden to the person-(1) is in furtherance of a compelling
governmental interest; and (2) is the least restrictive means of fur69
thering that compelling governmental interest."
The statute may be asserted "'asa claim or a defense in ajudicial proceeding," subject to general rules of standing. 70 The successful litigant is entitled to receive attorney's fees on the same
71
terms as others who prevail in civil rights actions.
II.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN INTERPRETING

A.

RFRA

The Ambiguities in RFRA

RFRA is an important step in the protection of religious freedom. The courts should give it the significance it deserves by interpreting it generously. Congress specifically declared religious
freedom to be "an unalienable right," and the legislative history is
replete with references to the centrality of religious freedom among
our civil rights. 72 Congress made clear that free exercise of religion
is not merely (as Smith claimed) a "luxury" that a complex and diverse society "cannot afford." 73 Consistent with this solicitude for
religious exercise, the standard that RFRA re-enshrines-"least restrictive means" to a "compelling interest"-is (in theory at least)
the most stringent form of judicial review. As the Smith opinion
noted,7 4 this standard has resulted in virtually per se invalidation of
68. Id. § 2(b) (1) (citations to Sherbert and Yoder omitted).
69. Id. § 3(a), (b). By the general definitional provision of 1 U.S.C.A. § 1,
"person" includes religious organizations in most of the legal forms they take (corporations, associations, societies, and so forth).
70. Id. § 3(c).
71. Id. § 4(a) (incorporating references to RFRA into the provisions of 42
U.S.C. § 1988).
72. Id. § 2(a) (1). See, e.g., SenateReport, supra note 63, at 4 (noting that "the
right to observe one's faith, free from Government interference, is among the
most treasured birthrights of every American"); 139 CONG. REC. S14,350 (daily ed.
Oct. 26, 1993) (statement of Sen. Kennedy) (observing that religious freedom is
"one of [our] most basic rights"); id. at S14,353 (statement of Sen. Hatch) (stating
that religious freedom "is the first freedom mentioned in the Bill of Rights"); id. at
H8714 (daily ed. Nov. 3, 1993) (statement of Rep. Brooks) (noting that religious
freedom is "one of the most fundamental freedoms enshrined in our Constitution"); id. (statement of Rep. Hoyer) (declaring that "government should adhere
to a hands-off approach to the religious practices of the citizenry").
73. Employment Div.; Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 888
(1990).
74. Id. at 888-89.
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the government's action in other contexts, such as intentional racial discrimination and content-based regulation of speech. 75 In almost any, case, a lawyer or court could demonstrate some reason
why the government's need is not absolute, or could be served by
some slightly "less restrictive" measure. Recently in Lukumi, the
Court reaffirmed that the test, where applicable, is "not 'watered
...down' but 'really means what it says.' "76 The, Court said that a
law "that targets religious conduct" for special disfavor "will survive
77
strict scrutiny only in rare cases."
However, the simplicity and absolutism of the statutory language can be deceptive. When the Court has actually applied the
"compelling interest" test to free exercise exemptions from general
laws, it has sent conflicting signals at best. As already noted,78 cases
in the 1980s such as United States v. Lee tossed aside strong free exercise claims with cavalier assertions of "compelling" need.
Even in Sherbert and Yoder, where the Court upheld free exercise claims, the "compelling interest" test did not operate as an absolute shield against regulation. Sherbert seemed to take it for
granted that the prospect of a significant drain on the state unemployment fund would justify denying benefits to Saturday worshippers. In reaffirming its earlier decision upholding Sunday closing
laws against a free exercise challenge, 79 the Court continued to suggest that even a bare interest in uniform application of the law
might sometimes justify burdens on religious practice.8 0 Additionally, in Yoder, the Court narrowed its decision by emphasizing the
unique history and success of the Amish separatist community,
75. Id. at 888 ("[Ihf 'compelling interest' really means what it says ....many
laws will not meet the test."). In the category where the compelling interest test
was first applied-intentional discrimination harming racial minorities-no such
discrimination has been upheld since Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214
(1944). See Gerald Gunther, The Supreme Court, 1971 Term-Foreword: In Search of

Evolving Doctrineon a Changing Court: A Model for a Newer EqualProtection, 86 HARV.
L. REv. 1, 8 (1972) (observing that strict judicial review is "strict in theory" and
"usually fatal in fact").
76. Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah, 113 S.Ct. 2217, 2233
(1993) (quoting Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S.
872, 888 (1990)).
77. Id. at 2233.
78. For discussion of the gradual weakening of the test,, see supra notes 29-35,
40-44 and accompanying text.
79. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 408-09 (1963) (reaffirming Braunfeld v.
Brown, 366 U.S. 599 (1961)).
80. The Court said that applying the Sunday closing law in Braunfeldto Ortho-

doxJewish merchants (who already had to close on Saturday) had been justified by
the "strong state interest in providing one uniform day of rest for all workers."
Sherbert, 374 U.S. at 408.
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along with the fact that states still had wide discretion to require
school attendance and regulate church-operated schools.,' Thus, it
is possible to read the "compelling interest" standard of Sherbert and
Yoder in a "moderate" rather than an "absolute" fashion, as instituting a case-by-case "close scrutiny" of government actions that harm
religion but without setting up a virtual per se rule against such
effects.

82

A similar point arises with respect to the threshold for triggering the compelling interest test: a "substantial burden" on religious
exercise. The term is potentially broad on its face, but the Supreme
Court often interpreted it narrowly lefore Smith so as to avoid applying the compelling interest test altogether. If all of these limitations on cognizable "burdens" apply under RFRA, the statute will
have little effect.
Thus, while it is true that the Court has increasingly focused on
the "plain meaning" of language in interpreting statutes, 83 such
"textualism" does not give obvious answers for interpreting RFRA.
When the text itself refers to a judicial test that has been used in
previous cases, the results of that use are obviously relevant.8 4 In
the case of RFRA, the focus on previous cases is bolstered not only
by the general nature of the statute as a "restoration," but also by
material in the legislative history arguably suggesting that the statute does no more than return to the law that governed before
81. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 235-36 (1972) (summarizing evidence
and concluding that "probably few other religious groups or sects could make"
same showing as Amish).
82. See William Bentley Ball, Accountability: A View from the 7ial Courtroom, 60
GEO. WASH. L. REv. 809, 812 (1992) (describing Sherbert/ Yoder approach as "fact
intensive," and discussing importance of specific evidentiary record in such cases);
Lupu, supra note 9, at 64 ("Neither Sherbert nor Yoder [is] so tilted against the state
as the Act's formulation makes it appear."); cf Stephen L. Pepper, The Conundrum

of the Free Exercise Clause - Some Reflections on Recent Cases, 9 N. Ky. L. REv. 265, 268
(1982) (describing Sherbert and Yoders "curious double aspect" of "holdings and

strong rhetoric protecting religiously motivated conduct, apparently undercut to a
significant degree by contrary signals").
83. See, e.g., National Org. for Women v. Scheidler, 114 S. Ct. 798, 806 (1994)

(finding statutory language plain and disregarding both legislative history and rule
of lenity); West Virginia Univ. Hosp. v., Casey, 111 S Ct. 1138, 1148 (1991) (finding
language plain and rejecting arguments concerning statutory policy); see also
Green v. Bock Laundry Machine Co., 490 U.S. 504, 527-29 (1989) (Scalia, J., con-

curring) (arguing against use of legislative history in statutory interpretation); William Eskridge, The New Textualism, 37 UCLA L. REv. 621 (1990) (examining
Court's renewed interest in "plain meaning" approach).
84. Cf Molzof v. United States, 112 S. Ct. 711, 716 (1992) (looking to common law definitions to establish meaning of legal term of art); Braxton v. United
States, 500 U.S. 344, 351 n.4 (1991) (majority opinion by Scalia, J.) (same).
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Smith.8 5 Given the conflicting signals in the previous case law, however, turning to that law for guidance tends simply to raise further
questions.
Congress failed to clarify many of these ambiguities. RFRA's
proponents did not press for clarification; they were too busy trying
to maintain their fragile coalition and get the bill passed. Making
sense of RFRA's central concepts, then, requires first dealing with
some foundational issues. First, whatare the theoretical premises
that underlie free exercise exemptions and that Congress accepted
in passing RFRA? Second, what is the relation between RFRA and
pre-Smith case law? Third, what is the relation between constitutionally required exemptions (rejected in Smith) and legislatively
authorized exemptions (enacted in RFRA)?
B.

Theoretical Bases for Free Exercise Exemptions

The first Step is to identify the theoretical bases for the choice
Congress made. Why is it necessary to reject Smith and authorize
exceptions to laws of general applicability? The statute and legislative history do not give detailed answers, but some conclusions can
be drawn from the legislative materials and the extensive scholarly
commentary on free exercise.
1. Equalizing the Treatment of Minority Religious Practices
A prime goal of granting judicially recognized exceptions from
general legislation is to ensure that minority religious practices receive the same consideration in the courts that majority practices
already receive in the political process. Almost by definition, the
conduct engaged in by the religious majority is "familiar." As a result, legislators (elected by the majority) typically either refrain
from passing'a general law affecting the religious majority or pass
the law with an exemption. The political branches, however, may
not be aware of the effect of a law on a religious minority, or they
may be well aware but denigrate the minority's needs or exaggerate
the danger its practices present. The Court in Smith conceded that
"leaving accommodation to the political process will place at a relative disadvantage those religious practices that are not widely engaged in."8 6 Courts, on 'the other hand, are in Professor Michael
McConnell's words, "institutionally more attuned to the interests of
85. For a detailed discussion of the law before Smith, see infra notes 111-19
and accompanying text.
86. Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 890
(1990) (calling this "an inevitable result of a democratic system of government").
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the less powerful segments of society," providing religious minori-

87
ties a greater chance to have their interests seriously considered.
RFRA's committee reports reflect this theme, concluding that
"[s]tate and local legislative bodies cannot be relied upon to craft
exceptions from laws of general application to protect the ability of
religious minorities to practice their faiths."8 8 The reports quote
the ringing language of West Virginia Board of Education v. Barnette
that the right to freedom of worship, among others, "may not be
submitted to vote": "The very purpose of a Bill of Rights was to
withdraw [such] subjects from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities and officials
and to establish them as legal principles to be applied by the
courts."8 9

Critics of free exercise exemptions have argued that a well-organized religious minority can protect itself in the political process,
especially if it can build coalitions and trade votes with other
groups, religious and secular. 90 Critics also argue that the courts
tend to lean toward majority religions just as much as legislatures
do.9 1 In spite of these arguments, the availability ofjudicial exemptions in addition to legislative exemptions gives religious minorities
two chances to protect themselves rather than just one. 92 Nor is the

"second chance" redundant; while free exercise protection may
have been somewhat uncertain before Smith, it was far weaker after
that decision, as is attested by the nearly uniform denial of free exercise claims, even strong ones, in later cases. 93 For these reasons,
Congress concluded that judicially declared exemptions are necessary to protect minority religions.
87. McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism, supra note 10, at 1132; see Laycock,
supra note 10, at 15 (noting that constitutional exemptions give religious minorities chance to prevail in both legislature and courts); Pepper, supra note 10, at 31216 (discussing necessity of protecting religious minorities from majority rule).
88. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 8; accord House Report, supra note 63, at
6.
89. 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1943) (quoted in Religious Freedom Restriction Act of
1993, S. Rep. No. 103-11, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1993); Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, H. Rep. No. 103-88, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1993)).
90. See Ryan, supra note 9, at 1445-51 (pointing to large number of statutory
exemptions as evidence of religious groups' political muscle); Tushnet, supra note
10 (arguing that in pluralistic society such as ours, apportionment of burdens and
benefits among both majority and minority will probably be "reasonably fair").
91. See Tushnet, supra note 23, at 381 ("[P]ut bluntly, the pattern is that sometimes Christians win [in free exercise cases] but non-Christians never do.").
92. Laycock, supra note 10, at 15.
93. For a list of post-Smith cases that reject free exercise claims, see supra note
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Substantive, Not Formal, Neutrality Toward Religion

More broadly, however, RFRA rests on the notion that the government should keep its hands off religious activity (whether by a
religious majority or minority) absent a strong reason to restrict the
activity. As Professor Laycock has explained, the arguments for and
against exemptions for religious conduct stem from two different
concepts of government "neutrality" toward religion. 94 The no-exemptions position, adopted in Smith, rests on a principle of equal
treatment between religion and other activities, which Laycock calls
"formal" neutrality. 95 Religious conduct may not be singled out for
special regulation, 96 but (with a few exceptions) it may be regulated
pervasively as long as the regulation covers non-religious conduct as

well.
RFRA, by contrast, rests on Congress' finding that "laws 'neutral' toward religion"-that is, "formally" neutral-"may burden
religious exercise as surely as laws intended to interfere with religious exercise."9 7 RFRA focuses not on a law's wording or intent,
but on the effect its application would have on free religious exercise. The premise is that government should not do anything that
discourages the free religious choices of individuals and groups
without strong justification. As the Senate committee report puts it,
the statute seeks "[t]o assure that all Americans are free to follow
their faiths free from governmental interference." 98
In Laycock's terms, RFRA requires that the government maintain "substantive" rather than "formal" neutrality toward religion: it
should leave religion alone, rather than regulating it to the same
extent as other activities. 99 Consequently, the government some94. See Douglas Laycock, Formal Substantive, and DisaggregatedNeutrality Toward
Religion, 39 DEPAUL L. REV. 993 (1990) (discussing conflicting opinions on
whether government can support religion).
95. Id. at 999-1001.
96. Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah, 113 S. Ct. 2217, 2226
(1993); Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 877
(1990). The principle of equal treatment applies most consistently to regulation
of private religious practice. When the government itself is speaking or spending
money, current interpretations of the Establishment Clause still require less
favorable treatment for religion than for other ideas or activities. See, e.g., Lee v.
Weisman, 112 S. Ct. 2649, 2657-58 (1992) (government may adopt other positions,
but not religious ones); Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S. 402 (1985) (continuing to
strike down direct aid to parochial schools). But cf Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills
Sch. Dist., 113 S. Ct. 2462 (1993) (adopting equal treatment position on aid given
to individuals who may choose to use it at religious schools).
97. RFRA § 2(a)(2), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000 bb (West Supp. 1994).
98. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 8.
99. See Laycock, supra note 94, at 1001 ("[T]he religion clauses require government to minimize the extent to which it either encourages or discourages religious
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times must take explicit account of religious practices in order to
maintain substantive neutrality toward religious choices. As Sherbert
stated, granting a free exercise exemption from a general law "reflects nothing more than the governmental obligation of neutrality
in the face of religious differences." 100 Justice Souter has summarized: "If the Free Exercise Clause secures only protection against
deliberate discrimination, a formal requirement will exhaust the
Clause's neutrality command; if the Free Exercise Clause, rather,
safeguards a right to engage in religious activity free from unnecessary governmental interference, the Clause requires substantive, as
well as formal, neutrality."1 0 ' In Laycock's words, "Smith repealed
the substantive component of the Free Exercise Clause." 10 2 RFRA
rejects formal neutrality and reenacts substantive neutrality.
There is a corollary, however, to avoiding discouragement of
religion: under "substantive neutrality," government's actions
should not create pressure for people to adopt or practice religion
either. Because religious activities sometimes compete directly with
non-religious activities, exempting religion alone may in some instances make religious practice significantly more attractive than its
non-religious counterparts. The exemption, then, may create affirmative pressure or incentives to practice religion.10 3 The concept of "substantive neutrality" does not justify an exemption in
such circumstances, and the Establishment Clause may forbid it.104
Later sections will explain and argue for this point in greater
detail.10 5 However, it is worth emphasizing here, to avoid misunbelief or disbelief, practice or nonpractice, observance or nonobservance."); Douglas Laycock, Summary and Synthesis: The Crisis in Religious Liberty, 60 GEO. WASH. L.
REv. 841, 848 (1992) (noting that in modern regulatory state, religious conduct
will be pervasively regulated along with most activities and institutions).
100. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 409 (1963).
101. Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 113 S. Ct. 2217,
2242 (1993) (Souter, J., concurring) (citing generally Laycock, Formal, Substantive
and DisaggregatedNeutrality Toward Religion, 39 DEPAUL L. REv. 993 (1990)).
102. Laycock, supra note 99, at 855-56. In re-enacting the principle that Smith
rejected, Congress is not trying to overturn the Court's interpretation of the Constitution, but is using its Fourteenth Amendment enforcement powers to create a
statutory remedy that the Court refused to recognize under the Constitution. For
further discussion, see infra notes 278-79 and accompanying text.
103. See Laycock, supra note 94, at 1016-17 (discussing incentives created by
some religious exemptions).
104. Michael W. McConnell & Richard A. Posner, An Economic Approach to Issues of Religious Freedom, 56 U. CHI. L. REv. 1, 37-54 (1989) (exploring requirement,
in context of free exercise exemptions, that government maintain "incentive neutrality" toward religion).
105. For further discussion of the concept of "substantive neutrality," see infra
notes 200-16, 253-60 and accompanying text.
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derstanding, that concerns about creating affirmative incentives to
religious practice must not be weighed so heavily as to undermine
free exercise exemptions. Government regulation generally discourages religious practice. The courts must weigh the magnitude
of this effect against any incentive in favor of religion that would be
created by exemption. In most cases the exemption works to remove a burden on religion rather than creating incentives in its
favor. While the task of distinguishing the two situations can be
difficult, later sections suggest some broad guidelines.
3.

Limiting the Reach of the Welfare State

A related third ground of necessity for free exercise exemptions lies in the massive, and relatively recent, growth of government regulation. For most of our history, it was relatively easy for
government to leave religion alone, since most private activities
were left alone. For many decades, government regulation-mostly
through criminal statutes and common law doctrines-focused primarily on the basic protection of direct libertarian interests: life,
liberty, and property. Religious believers and groups had no more
right than anyone else to invade these interests. In the words of
James Madison, the prime congressional mover behind the First
Amendment, religious exercise should be free insofar as "it does
not trespass on private rights or the public peace." 10 6 Finally, when
Thomas Jefferson wrote (in his famous letter to the Danbury Baptists) that a citizen has "no natural right in opposition to his social
duties," 10 7 he was proceeding from the assumption that social duties were limited to avoiding injury to others.1 08
In the modern welfare state, however, government pervasively
regulates nearly all aspects of society and the economy. Every expansion of regulation means a potential contraction of religious
freedom, unless religion is exempted from regulations that apply to
other activities.10 9 Measures such as RFRA respond to this threat by
106. Letter from James Madison to Edward Livingston (July 10, 1822), reprinted in 9 THE WRITINGS OF JAMES MADISON 98, 100 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1910).
107. Thomas Jefferson, Letter to the Danbury Baptist Association (Jan. 1,

1802), reprinted in THE REPUBLIC OF REASON: THE PERSONAL PHILOSOPHIES OF THE
FOUNDING FATHERS 135 (Norman Cousins ed., 1958).
108. "The legitimate powers of government extend to such acts only as are
injurious to others." Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, reprintedin THE
REPUBLIC OF REASON: THE PERSONAL PHILOSOPHIES OF THE FOUNDING FATHERS

123

(Norman Cousins ed., 1958).
109. For a discussion of the problem of religious liberty in the welfare state,
see Richard A. Epstein, Religious Liberty in the Welfare State, 31 WM. & MARY L. Rv.
375 (1990).
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regulates
requiring government to show some necessity before it.
religious practice. Therefore, protection of free exercise can be
seen as preserving, as much as possible, a "free market" with respect
to religious practice.
For such protection to be meaningful, however, it must be interpreted to reject the underlying logic of the welfare state: that
every act committed by any person, no matter how insular it may
seem, has a ripple effect on others that justifies societal regulation.
Some limits on such reasoning are necessary in order to achieve the
goal of securing religious freedom in the face of pervasive regulation. Later sections discuss the appropriate limits.' 10
C.

The Relation to Pre-Smith Law

RFRA does not simply enact such theories. The matter is complicated because the statute purports generally to be a "restoration"
of previous law. Although the Act does not slavishly "codif[y] the
result reached in any prior free exercise decision," it does "restor[e]
the legal standard that was applied in those decisions."In" Because
the Court did not uniformly apply the compelling interest test
before Smith, however, it is difficult to follow any general standard
of previous case law. Prior to Smith, the Court had become more
deferential to the government, as were lower courts.'1

2

If courts

interpret RFRA in the same deferential fashion-if they do no
more than wipe Smith itself off the bo6ks-then the statute will accomplish little.
A bit of "textualism" is helpful here, however. The explicit statutory purpose of RFRA is "to restore the compelling interest test as
set forth in Sherbert v. Verner and Wisconsin v. Yoder."' 3 This statement of purpose fixes the test at its point of greatest vigor in the
previous caselaw, where it was used to protect religious practice
from general laws. Thus, when courts look to previous case law,
they should primarily emulate the way the compelling interest test
was used in Sherbert and Yoder. Protection should not be absolute,
but should be strong. RFRA does more than just wipe Smith off the
books.
Government lawyers defending RFRA might point to apparently contrary statements in the text and the legislative history, sug110. See infra notes 151-75, 176-99 and accompanying text.
111. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 9.
112. For a discussion of the standards of previous case law, see supra notes 2944 and accompanying text.
113. RFRA § 2(b)(1), 42 U.S.C.A § 2000 bb (West Supp. 1994).
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gesting that more recent, highly deferential -cases may also be
controlling. The statute itself, in an earlier subsection listing congressional findings, generally endorses the compelling interest test
"as set forth in prior Federal court rulings." 11 4 In addition, the
committee reports state at various points that the Act's purpose "is
only to overturn the Supreme Court's decision in Smith" 1 5 and that
"the compelling interest test generally should not be construed
6
more stringently or more leniently than it was prior to Smith.""
Finally, a number of general statements on the floor of both houses
could be read to indicate that some members thought they were
7
doing nothing more than overturning Smith."
However, these generalized passages should not be read to incorporate the very deferential analysis that appeared in some cases
before Smith. Passages in the legislative history should not override
the explicit textual statement of purpose incorporating the
stronger standard of review reflected in Sherbert and Yoder. And if
the two clauses in the text conflict, the '"purpose" clause (incorporating Sherbert and Yoder) should control; it is both more specific
and, by its very terms, more probative of congressional purpose
than is the "findings" clause." 8 In fact, there is no necessary conflict between the two clauses; the general phrase "prior Federal
court cases" in the findings can easily be taken to refer to Sherbert
and Yoder.
More importantly, it is impossible to find a uniform standard
in the pre-Smith cases, given the differing degrees of review applied
before Smith under the moniker of "compelling interest" analysis.
114. Id. § 2(a) (5).
115. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 12.
116. Id. at 9; accord House Report, supra note 63, at 7.
117. See, e.g., 139 CONG. REc. H2358 (daily ed. May il, 1993) (statement of
Rep. Hyde); id. at H2361 (statement of Rep. Tucker); id. at S14469 (daily ed. Oct.
27, 1993) (statement of Sen. Bradley).
118. The only member of Congress to make specific reference to "prior Federal court cases" was Representative Hyde. Hyde, the leading abortion opponent
in the House of Representatives, took that language "as incorporating all Federal
court cases prior to Smith," including the decision in Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297
(1980), which rejected a free exercise challenge to abortion laws for lack of standing. See 139 CONG. REc. H2358 (daily ed. May 11, 1993) (statement of Rep. Hyde).
However, the version of RFRA being considered at the time Hyde spoke referred
to all "Federal court cases before [Smith]".in the statement of purpose, and only to
Sherbert and Yoder in the congressional findings. Id. at H2356 (quoting H.R. 1308,
103 Cong., 1st Sess. (1993)). Before Senate consideration and eventual passage of
the bill, the two provisions were flip-flopped, with the bill now explicitly referring
to Sherbertand Yoder in the statement of purpose. RFRA § 2 (b) (1). Although there
is no explanation in the legislative history, evidence of this change makes it more
plausible that Congress was adopting the Sherbert/ Yoder approach rather than a
weaker standard of review.
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It is not logically possible to give effect to all of those cases or to
construe the compelling interest ".[no] more stringently or leniently
than it [ever] was prior to Smith." Congress never fully faced up to
the inconsistent currents in the pre-Smith law.1 19
Nevertheless, it is possible to give the varying directives some
effect without lapsing into incoherence. Sherbert and Yoder can be
read in a "moderate" fashion, as instituting case-by-case "close scrutiny,"1 20 rather than as striking down nearly every government action affecting religion. Moreover, courts interpreting RFRA should
consider the factors that drove courts to deny free exercise exemptions before Smith. However, courts must not give the pro-government factors as much weight as was often given before Smith.
Rather, they should be hospitable to free exercise claims and subject the government's claims to searching examination. Part III
sketches the details of this sort of "heightened scrutiny."
D.

The Effect of Legislative Authorization

As discussed above, the Smith Court's refusal to apply the Constitution to protect religion from general laws rested largely on solicitude for the separation of powers, concerns about judicial role
and competence, and a preference for legislative and administrative accommodations.1 2 1 RFRA responds to the Court's preference.
The authorization for protecting religious freedom at the expense
of other societal values now comes from legislation by the political
branches, rather than interpretations of open-ended constitutional
language by unelected judges. This majoritarian basis reduces the
separation of powers concerns that animated Smith.1 22 RFRA, then,
illustrates the point, increasingly prominent in the scholarly commentary, that legislative action usually provides a firmer foundation
119. Some members of Congress exaggerated the coherence of the pre-Smith
case law. See, e.g., 139 CONG. REc. S14,351 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1993) (statement of
Sen. Kennedy) (noting that bill "simply restores the long-established standard of
review that had worked well for many years"); id. at S14,470 (daily ed. Oct. 27,
1993) (statement of Sen. Hatch) (observing that "RFRA reestablishes a very familiar and traditional standard of review that the courts have been applying since...

Sherbert').
120. See supra notes 79-82 and accompanying text.

121. See Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872,
866-88, 890 (1990). For discussion of the "separation of powers" thrust of Smith,
see supra notes 23-27 and accompanying text.

122. See Michael W. McConnell, Should Congress Pass Legislation Restoring the
BroaderInterpretationof Free Exercise of Religion?, 15 HIARv. J.L. & PUB. PoL'y 181, 188
(1992) ("Congress, the representative branch of government, is taking the initiative and advancing an activist interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment.").
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for protection of civil liberties than do judicial decisions. 123
To be sure, the congressional directive in RFRA is general
rather than particularized to specific situations, and thus courts will
continue to have discretion in balancing religious freedom against
societal interests.' 2 4 But RFRA also necessarily represents the judgment of Congress-a judgment entitled to respect 125 -that courts
are capable of using the "compelling interest" standard to conduct
the balancing "with regard to the relevant circumstances in each
case." 1 2 6 RFRA also reflects the judgment that any difficulties in the
balancing task are tolerable in the interest of protecting religious
freedom.
'If congressional authorization' justifies going beyond mere
"equal treatment" and protecting religion substantively, it could be
argued that it also justifies choosing a very high level of substantive
protection: for example, interpreting the "compelling interest" test
stringently and striking down almost any burden on religion on the
ground that some lesser degree of regulation would suffice. Even
before Smith, the Court's sometimes anemic application of the compelling interest test reflected its belief that exemption of religion
from general laws was primarily a matter for the legislature.1 27 By
reducing the separation of powers objections to religious exemptions, RFRA may justify stricter interpretation of the test than was
ever the case when the courts acted alone under the Constitution.
Compared to constitutionally based exemptions, RFRA reduces the
threat of social "anarchy," 28 because Congress can now overturn
judicial decisions' that undermine important government interests.
123. See, e.g., CAss R. SUNSTEIN, THE PARTIAL CoNsTrrrrioN 9-10 (1993); Louis
Fisher, The Curious Belief in Judicial Supremacy, 25 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 85 (1991)
(reviewing history of congressional enforcement of constitutional rights); Lawrence G. Marshall, Divesting the Courts:, Breaking the Judicial Monopoly on ConstitutionalInterpretation,66 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 481, 481-83 (1990); Robin West, Progressive
and 6onservative Constitutionalism,88 MICH. L. REv. 641, 713-21 (1990) (discussing
gains of directing constitutional debate toward legislative politics rather than judicial law).
124. For further discussion of the differences between RFRA and the sort of
"precisely targeted" accommodations "that the Smith Court envisioned," see Lupu,
supra note 9, at 60-61.
125. See, e.g., Board of Educ. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226, 251 (1990) (plurality
opinion) (giving deference to congressional judgments and findings of fact); Walters v. National Ass'n of Radiation Survivors, 473 U.S. 305, 319 (1985) (same);
Rostker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57, 64 (1981) (same).
126. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 9.
127. See United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 261 (1982) (finding compelling
interest in making social security taxation "uniformly applicable to all, except as
Congress provides explicitly otherwise").
128. See Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872,
888 (1990).
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A recent analogy is the Equal Access Act,129 where Congress not
only extended the First Amendment principle of equal access for
student religious meetings from colleges to high schools, but triggered the school's obligation to grant access at a lower threshold
than under the Constitution. The Court accepted and enforced
1 30
the further step that Congress had taken.
Nevertheless, courts interpreting RFRA should not consider
congressional authorization as a ground for giving virtually absolute
protection to religion. RFRA's text and background - the extent
of authorization actually reflected in the statute. - call for substantial reliance on previous law as set forth in Sherbert and Yoder. Overall, the fact of congressional authorization reinforces, this article's
previous judgment. Courts should be relatively protective of religious freedom and should closely scrutinize the government's asserted justifications, while remaining mindful of the concerns that
drove courts to deny exemptions even before Smith.
E.

Conclusion: "Moderation"and the PoliticalDynamics of RFRA

As an overall matter, then, ambiguities in RFRA's. text and
background must be resolved in a way that is religion-protective
and yet "moderate" rather than absolute. Such an approach is
faithful to the political dynamics that underlie the statute. The
"compelling interest" test must remain vigorous: A bowdlerized
statute would not have motivated the efforts and perseverance of
such a broad range of religious and civil liberties groups. Yet, a
statute that placed insurmountable restrictions on government
would not likely have commanded large majorities with relatively
little controversy. 3 1 Proponents repeatedly assured Congress that
RFRA would "guarantee only that free exercise claimants would
have their 'day in, court,' ,132, that it would merely reinstate "a
thoughtful balancing test," 13 3 and that "there is no guarantee that
129. 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071-74 (1988).
130. See Board of Educ. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226, 237-42 (1990) (interpreting
Equal Access Act as triggering right of equal access whenever high school permits
one "non-curriculum related student group," while First Amendment requires access only when school grants "generally open forum").
131. Only in the context of prisoner claims was there substantial opposition
in Congress based on the fear of impeding government too greatly. See Senate
Report, supra note 63, at 10 ("[T]he committee expects that the courts will continue the tradition of giving due deference to the experience and expertise of
prison and jail administrators . . ").
132. 1990 Hearings, supra note 49, at 37 (statement of Rev. Dean Kelley, National Council of Churches).
133. Id. at 51 (statement of Rev.John H. Buchanan, Jr., People for the American Way Action Fund).
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the individual would prevail."13 4 Legislators in the floor debates
likewise stated that RFRA "will not guarantee that religious claimants bringing free exercise challenges will win, but only that they
1 35
have a chance to fight."
The approach discussed below will not unduly weaken the
hand of religious groups in conflicts with government. Less-thanabsolute protection under RFRA will still give religious groups considerable leverage in negotiating particular legislative or administrative exemptions, a leverage that Smith completely removed.
Legislators and .bureaucrats often choose to leave religion alone
rather than face the risk of proving a "compelling interest" in
court. 136 Bargaining against the background of the balancing analysis often produces compromises that satisfy both the believer and
the government.

3 7

With these underlying premises in hand, it is time to give more
precise content to the two central concepts of RFRA: the "compelling interest"/"least restrictive means" standard of review, and the
threshold concept of "substantial burden[s on the] exercise of religion ". that triggers application of that standard.
III.

"COMPELLING INTEREST" AND "LEAST RESTRICTIvE MEANS"

Although RFRA re-enshrines the facially strict language of

"compelling interests," the discussion above shows the ambiguity of
that concept in the context of free exercise exemptions and the
previous case law. The actual approach of Sherbert and Yoder and
the political dynamics of the statute point toward a less-than-absolute approach that gives careful scrutiny to the government's asserted interests but acknowledges real limits on religious freedom.
134. Id. at 67 (statement of American Jewish Congress); see id. at 1'1-12 (statement of Rep. Sensenbrenner) (fact' that government usually won under compelling interest test "does not justify throwing out the test").
135. 139 CONG. REc. H2358 (daily ed. May 11, 1993) (statement of Rep.
Hyde); iee id. at H2360 (statement of Rep. Linder) ("This act does not mean that
religious exercise claims in court will succeed at all times."); id. at S14,351 (daily
ed. Oct. 26, 1993) (statement of Sen. Kennedy) ("Not every free exercise claim will
prevail, just as not every claim prevailed prior to the Smith decision.").
136. See FIRsT THINGS, supra note 53, at 51 (comments of W. Cole Durham et
al.).
137. For example, after the decision in Menora v. Illinois High School Athletic Ass'n, 683 F.2d 1030 (7th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1156 (1983), the
parties agreed that the plaintiff, an Orthodox Jew who played high school basketball, could satisfy both his religious obligations and the state's safety needs by wearing headgear that would fasten more securely than a skull cap and thus would not
fall off during play. See McConnell & Posner, supra note 104, at 43 (noting that
Menora was settled by accommodating competing interests).
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The "compelling interest" language alone has failed to provide sufficient guidance for concrete decisions. It has proven too subjective, requiring courts to gauge the abstract "importance" of a
government purpose. Further, precisely because it seems to promise more than it can realistically deliver, it has permitted courts to
go to the other extreme and accept governmental assertions of
need with too little questioning. There is a need for more precise
guidance to courts interpreting RFRA. This section suggests factors
for the courts to consider, based on the underlying premises of the
statute and on standards already suggested by previous
commentators.
It is helpful first to return 'to the discussion of "strict scrutiny"
in the most recent free exercise case, Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v.
City of Hialeah.138 In that context - a law that singled out religious
conduct for punishment - the Court remarked that the compelling interest test "really means what it says."1 39 The Court stated
that "[a] law that targets religious conduct for distinctive treatment
or advances legitimate governmental interests only against conduct
with a religious motivation will survive strict scrutiny only in rare
cases." 140 As already pointed out, however, the compelling interest
test has had different, less stringent results when it has been applied
to general laws rather than to those that, as in Lukumi, "target[ ]
religious conduct for distinctive treatment."1 41 Why is that so?
"Strict scrutiny" has mostly been applied in cases of government discrimination, whether between people of different races
(under the Fourteenth Amendment) or between the content of
ideas (under the Free Speech Clause). In such cases, the Court
tends to focus on the lack of "fit" between legislative purposes and
means. The substantiality of the government's asserted purpose is
generally undercut by the fact that the government does not pursue
it with respect to all citizens. The law often fails on that ground,
and the Court avoids having to make the difficult judgment of how
to evaluate the importance of the government interest in the abstract. This point is apparent in Lukumi, a case of discrimination
against religion. The Court said that the ordinances prohibiting
ritual animal sacrifice could not serve a compelling interest, nor
could they be "narrowly tailored," because other comparable forms
138. 113 S. Ct. 2217 (1993).
139. Id. at 2233 (quoting Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v.
Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 888 (1990)).
140. Id.
141. Id.
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of animal killing were left unregulated. 42 Thus, the Court did not
have to decide whether an across-the-board ban on killing animals
14 3
would be justified.
Another example of the pattern appears in recent free speech
decisions applying strict scrutiny. 4 4 The Court has often been willing to treat government interests as "compelling": for example,
compensating crime victims and denying criminals the fruits of
their crimes, 145 or preserving political stability and the integrity of
the electoral process.14 6 Other times it has entirely avoided pronouncing on the importance of the asserted interest. 147 Rather, the
reason the government's action flunked strict scrutiny in these
cases was because it was not "narrowly tailored"; it either swept in
conduct that did not implicate the asserted concern,1 48 or it left
unregulated conduct that did implicate it.1 4 9 As a result, the Court
142. Id. at 2234 ("A law cannot be regarded as protecting an interest 'of the
highest order' . . . when it leaves appreciable damage to that supposedly vital interest unprohibited.") (quoting Florida Star v. B.J.F., 491 U.S. 524, 541-42 (1989)).
143. Id. (stating that "[t]he proffered objectives are not pursued with respect
to analogous nonreligious conduct, and those interests could be achieved by narrower ordinances that burden religion to a far lesser degree").
144. See, e.g., Burson v. Freeman, 112 S.Ct. 1846, 1855-56 (1992) (upholding
statute prohibiting solicitation within 100 feet of polling place on election day);
Simon & Schuster v. New York Crime Victims Bd., 112 S.Ct. 501 (1991) (striking
down New York's "Son of Sam" law that prevented criminals from keeping profits

attributable to their crimes); Rutan v. Republican Party of Illinois., 487 U.S. 62
(1990) (striking down political patronage systems concerning low-level public employees); Eu v. San Francisco County Democratic Cent. Comm., 489 U.S. 214
(1989) (striking down state law banning political party endorsements in primary
elections and regulating parties' internal structure); Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312
(1988) (striking down ordinance that prohibited display of critical signs near foreign embassies); Arkansas Writers' Project v. Ragland, 481 U.S. 221 (1987) (striking down Arkansas sales tax scheme that exempted newspapers and some
magazines from tax).
145. Simon & Schuster, 112 S.Ct. at 509-10.
146. Burson, 112 S.Ct. at'1855-56 (interest in preventing voter intimidation
and election fraud); Eu, 489 U.S. at 215 (interest in protecting voters from confusion and undue influence).
147. See, e.g., Rutan, 487 U.S. at 62; Boos, 485 U.S. at 312; Arkansas Writers'
Project, 481 U.S. at 221.
148. See, e.g., Simon & Schuster, 112 S.Ct. at 511 ("Son of Sam" law was overinclusive because it confiscated profits from books where crime was indirectly related
to book or whose author simply admitted to having committed a crime); Rutan,
497 U.S. at 74 (political patronage practices were too broad to be justified by need
to ensure effective and loyal government employees); Boos, 485 U.S. at 324-26 (ordinance prohibiting display of critical signs near foreign embassies went beyond
asserted purpose of preventing "intimidation or harassment" of diplomats).

149. See, e.g., Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 113 S. Ct.
2217, 2234 (1993) (noting that city did not regulate other methods of killing of
animals to ensure public health); Police Dep't v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 99-100
(1972) (striking down ordinance that prohibited most forms of picketing in front
of schools but permitted labor picketing).
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has not really needed to give content to the concept of a "compelling interest." Indeed, the lack of precision in the concept is a glaring weakness throughout constitutional law.' 50
A truly general law that sweeps in religion along with other
activities, on the other hand, poses more complicated questions.
No longer is the asserted importance of the government interest
undercut because the government has failed to pursue it across the
board. Courts are thus driven toward direct, substantive evaluation
of the importance of the government interest. Although exempting a few religious believers from the law out of the overall population is unlikely to create a serious danger, courts have been
bothered by further questions: Will the grant of one exemption
lead to others that cumulatively create a serious danger? Will a religion-specific exemption unfairly (or even unconstitutionally) encourage religion over other beliefs and activities? Difficulties in
evaluating the substantive importance of the government's action,
assessing the danger of cumulative exemptions and avoiding favoritism to religion have contributed to the Court's failure to develop a
principled and religion-protective standard. This section develops
standards by addressing these problems in order.
A.

Substantive Tests for Evaluating Government Interests

At the least, government plainly has the burden of producing
non-speculative evidence that the harm, it fears will actually come
about. The obligation to "demonstrate[ ]" its case means that the
government bears the burdens both "of going forward with the evidence and of persuasion."' 51 Even in the prison and military contexts, where there is a judicial "tradition of giving due deference to
the experience and expertise" of administrators, the legislative history states that "mere speculation, exaggerated fears, and trumpedup or post-hoc-rationalizations for thoughtless policies will not suf15 2
fice to meet the Act's requirements."
150. Courts and scholars have been so focused on developing standards for
the importance of various asserted constitutional rights that they have allowed tremendous arbitrariness in the definition of governmental interests, the other side
of the ledger. Several Justices have charged that the compelling interest test
merely operates as a "label" *that " 'signal(s] the result the Court has chosen to
reach.' " Eu, 489 U.S. at 234 (StevensJ, concurring) (quoting Illinois Bd. of Elections v. Socialist Workers Party, 440 U.S. 173, 188 (1979) (Blackmun, J., concurring)). For a discussion of the problem, see Stephen E. Gottlieb, Compelling
Governmental Interests: An EssentialBut Unanalyzed Term in ConstitutionalAdjudication, 68 B.U. L. REv. 917 (1988) (arguing for similar methods for defining compel-

ling interests as those for defining fundamental rights).
151. RFRA § 5(3), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000 bb-2 (West Supp. 1994).
152. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 10.
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Unfortunately, RFRA does not explain what categories of
harms justify restrictions on free exercise. However, commentators
who defend free exercise exemptions on historical and theoretical
grounds have suggested a number of standards.
One common focus is on the distinction between "external"
harms and those harms that remain solely "internal" to the religious community or to the particular believer. Professor Michael
McConnell, for example, has, argued that the history and theory of
free exercise indicate that "a believer has no license to invade private rights or to disturb public peace and order."15 3 Conversely,
"where the rights of others are not involved," government's interests "do not extend to" pure paternalism-that is, to "protecting
the members of the religious community from the consequences of
54
their religious choices."'
The focus on public harms is supported by,the theoretical
premises underlying RFRA. The goal of "substantive neutrality,"
that of leaving religion alone as much as possible, suggests that government does not have a legitimate interest in protecting religious
persons "from the consequences of their religious choices." The
same conclusion follows from the premise that RFRA is meant to
shield religion from the burdens of the welfare state and preserve a
measure of a "free market" in religious practices. General libertarian premises suggest that government's role in matters of religion
is limited to preventing harm to others.
Sherbert and Yoder also point toward such an analysis. In both,
the Court said that religious practices legitimately subject to regulation are those that "pose [ ] some substantial threat to public safety,
peace or order."' 55 For example, the Court in Yoder treated the
education of Amish children as an important purpose only insofar
as their level of education would affect the wider society. After
describing the "the separated agrarian community that is the keystone of the Amish faith," the Court stated that "[a] way of life that is
153. McConnell, Historical Understanding,supra note 10, at 1464.
154. Id.; McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism, supra note 10, at 1145 (stating
that "[w ] here the-putative injury is internal to the religious community, the government generally has no power to intervene"); see also McConnell & Posner, supra
note 104, at 46-50 (discussing government interests in economic terms of "prevention of negative externalities" versus "paternalism").
155. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 403 (1963) (citing Cleveland v. United
States, 329 U.S. 14 (1946); Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158 (1944);Jacobson
v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905); Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145 (1,879);
Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 230 (1972) (quoting Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S.
398, 403 (1963)); see McDaniel v. Paty, 435 U.S. 618, 631 n.2 (1978) (Brennan, J.,
concurring) (applying same standard).
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odd or even erratic but interferes with no rights or interests of
others is not to be condemned because it is different." 15 6 The only
issue was whether Amish children who lacked the last two years of
high school might leave the community and "become burdens on
society because of educational shortcomings." 15 7 Ultimately, however, the Court found that given the historic success of the Amish
community, there was no evidence that the Amish community's
158
own system of education would be inadequate in this way.
The standard of "harms to the public" can help courts decide
the variety of cases under RFRA that involve discrimination by religious organizations in employment, education and other activities.
In many such cases (especially those involving clergy and other core
religious positions), the asserted harms from discrimination are
confined to the religious community and those who have chosen to
join it. The same is true with respect to Bob Jones, no matter how
offensive the notion is that a community prohibit its members from
engaging in interracial dating. t 59 Although such discrimination
can send the reprobate message of inequality between persons, that
message is not a proper target of regulation. 16 0
The category of harms to the public, though, can be quite expansive, and therefore this standard alone is probably insufficiently
protective of religion. Much government regulation in the modern
state rests on the notion that society is interconnected and the activity of almost any person or entity is likely to have effects (albeit
156. Yoder, 406 U.S. at 222, 224.

157. Id. at 224.
158. Id. at 230 (stating that no "harm to the physical or mental health of the
child or to the public safety, peace, order, or welfare has been demonstrated or
may be properly inferred"). A further issue in cases such as Yoder is whether parents could consent for their children on a matter as important as what kind of
education to pursue. See id. at 241-46 (Douglas, J., dissenting). Professor McConnell agrees that harm to children should be a "narrow exception" to his proposed

rule against paternalism. McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism, supra note 10, at
1145. The Yoder Court sidestepped the issue because the children there concurred
with their parents' objection to formal schooling. Yoder, 406 U.S. at 231-32.
159. See McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism, supra note 10, at 1146 (noting

that "only those who choose to become part of the religious community defined by
Bob Jones are governed by its rules").
160. See, e.g., United States v. Eichmann, 496 U.S. 310, 315-16 (1990) (protecting symbolic conduct against regulation aimed at message conduct communicates); McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism, supra note 10, at 1146 (stating that "[i]f
the government cannot restrain so-minded persons from advocating racist ideas, it
should not be able to restrain otherwise protected religious conduct on the
grounds that it will communicate racist ideas"). If Bob Jones is to be defended,
then, it must be on the grounds that allowing this exemption would open the door
for discrimination by others who lack sincere religious motives. For a further discussion of the Bob Jones decision, see infra note 194 and accompanying text.
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indirect ones) on others. The welfare state also creates a public
interest in what formerly could have been viewed as purely "private"
decisions. When society commits to care for persons who become
unable to support themselves, it has an interest in preventing such
situations from arising in the first place. 16 1 If religious freedom
may be overridden based, on any harm to the public, it will prevail
in few cases.1 62 RFRA will fail in the purpose of protecting religious
autonomy from the broad reaches of the welfare state. To preserve
religious freedom, society must be willing to tolerate some risks of
public harm; it is unrealistic to think otherwise.
Commentators have thus suggested stricter standards for the
government to meet. Professor Laycock, for example, has argued
that the "compelling interest" language should be read stringently,
reaching only "the gravest abuses" that endanger "paramount" interests "of the highest order" 16 3 -that is, laws "essential to national
survival or to express constitutional norms."1 64 But such a virtually
absolute standard goes too far to the other extreme. As already
discussed, it is not consistent even with Sherbert and Yoder, the cases
that apply the test most vigorously and that are incorporated in
RFRA's text. 16 5 Nor is the standard faithful to the overall spirit of
moderation that helped RFRA to pass.
Another proposal stems from RFRA's purpose of ensuring that
minority religions receive the same consideration through judicial
scrutiny that majority religions receive through the political process. 166 Based on this premise, Professor McConnell has suggested
that courts should ask whether the governmental interest is "so im161. Compare Yoder, 406 U.S. at 224 (asking whether Amish children would
become "burdens on society," and concluding they would not) with State ex rel.
Swann v. Pack, 527 S.W.2d 99, 113 (Tenn. 1975) (enjoining religious ritual of handling poisonous snakes on ground that society "has the right to guard against the
unnecessary creation of widows and orphans"), cert. denied, 424 U.S. 954 (1976).
Even such a broad characterization of society's interest, however, would not support the Lee decision, which forced the Amish to participate in the social security
system, because the Amish had a strong and longstanding record of supporting the
elderly in their community. See United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252 (1982).
162. See Marshall, In Defense ofSmith, supra note 10, at 315 ("In a complex and
interdependent society, few cases, if any, are likely to implicate matters that are the
sole concern of the religious community.").
163. Laycock, supra note 48, at 31-32 (citing, e.g., Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S.
205, 215 (1992); Sherbert v. Verner, 374,U.S. 398, 406 (1963).
164. Laycock, supra note 48, at 233.
165. Professor Laycock, in testimony, advocated that the text of the statute
spell out the most stringent meaning of "compelling interest." See Hearings, supra
note 48, at 13. However, Congress did not do so.
166. For discussion of this purpose, see supra notes 86-93 and accompanyinig
text.
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portant that the government would impose a burden of this magnitude on the majority in order to achieve it."167 But this inquiry
alone cannot provide firm answers. Consider the most extreme
case, nonconsensual human sacrifice. If the majority in a society
believed in human sacrifice under certain conditions, a democratic
government would likely find a way to accommodate that belief,
precisely because the government always tends to reflect the views
of the majority. To say that society as we know it could not survive if
it permitted such practices is fallacious. A society in which the majority believed in certain kinds of human sacrifice would not be society as we know it, so toask whether and how it would survive has
1 68
an air of unreality.
The most promising "moderate" alternative, suggested by Professor Stephen Pepper, is to differentiate between direct harms to
specific, non-consenting third parties and abstract harms that filter
throughout society. 169 A broadly "free market," libertarian theory
of religious freedom suggests that such freedom ends when it infringes directly on other individuals' interests: primarily libertarian
interests in life, liberty or property. Thus, RFRA would not, any
more than the Free Exercise Clause, give religious believers a right
to take the life, liberty or property of others or, in Madison's words,
1 70
to "trespass on private rights."
On the other hand, the "free market" theory disfavors assertions of government interests based on general harms that are
spread throughout society. Many of the Court's cases have involved
such "diffuse" harms: 1) the potential drain on revenue and productivity from the unemployed believers in Sherbert, 2) the potential
burden of uneducated citizens in Yoder, and 3) the potential loss of
social security funds in Lee.1 71 It is such harms, premised on multiple or abstract causal connections, that serve as the bases for much
welfare state regulation. Such contentions by the government
should be subject to very exacting scrutiny to ensure that the harm
167. McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism, supra note 10, at 1147.
168. See Marshall, In Defense of Smith, supra note 10, at 316-17 (arguing that
"McConnell's test measures the regulatory interests of a culture that does not exist
rather than the one that does").
169. See Stephen Pepper, Reynolds, Yoder, and Beyond: Alternativesfor the Free
Exercise Clause, 1981 UTAH L. REV. 309, 370-73 (1981) (arguing for moderate alternative since "[r]eligious acts are to be sheltered from governmental interference,
but not all such acts under all circumstances"); Pepper, supra note 10, at 332-35
(stating "[s]uch a private/public dichotomy is important because it narrows the
scope of religious freedom to a manageable size").
170. Letter from James Madison to Edward Livingston, supra note 106, at 100.
171. Pepper, supra note 10, at 333-34.
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will be both certain and severe: a " 'substantial threat to public
safety, peace, or order.' ",172
Sometimes the relationships are fairly obvious and simple for
courts to analyze. For example, when a competent- adult refuses
medical treatment .that is necessary to save her life, the potential
direct external effects extend to dependent children as well as to
outside parties (the insurance company, the hospital) who may
bear financial responsibility because of the injury or death. Before
upholding the believer's right to refuse treatment, courts typically,
and correctly, satisfy themselves that any such harms have been consented to by competent third parties, and that those who cannot so
consent-for example, children-are protected.1 73 But courts
should not override the believer's wishes on grounds of pure paternalism, or on speculation (without specific evidence) about who
might be affected.
I Most free exercise issues in the welfare state, however, involve
more speculative causal chains and ultimate harms. In both Sherbert
and Yoder, the Court rejected claims of diffuse social harm that simply were not clearly borne out by the evidence. Likewise, with various kinds of economic regulation, the courts should require a
showing of harm to public safety or order that is both serious and
immediate. For example, in order to apply labor regulations (minimum wage laws, collective bargaining requirements) to a religious
community, the government should have to prove that labor relations within that community actually have a significant effect on
competitors or on the broader society.
Two principles follow from this discussion. First, it should not
be enough to make generalized assertions about effects on public
safety or order. For example, with respect to labor laws, there must
be actual evidence, or a serious threat, that freeing the church from
regulation would produce labor unrest, or harm employees in such
a way that they would become burdens on society, or result in the
church gaining an unfair advantage against other entities with
172. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 230 (1972) (quoting Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 403 (1963)).
173. CompareJohn F. Kennedy Memorial Hosp. v. Heston, 279 A.2d 670, 673
(1971) (overriding Jehovah's Witness refusal to accept blood transfusion, because
of hospital's potential liability) With In re Brooks' Estate, 205 N.E.2d 435, 442 (Ill.
1965) (respecting refusal of transfusion where there were no minor children and
patient executed releases absolving both doctor and hospital). The same issues
would be raised if a person consented to become a human sacrifice. Of course,
doubts about the voluntariness of any such consent would significantly complicate
the matter.
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whom it competes. 174 Second, some kinds of regulation do not
even protect interests in "public safety, peace, or order." For example, zoning and historic preservation laws generally should fail the
test under RFRA because they protect only aesthetic or convenience interests rather than guarding against "substantial threats to
75
public safety or order."'
B.

Issues of Marginal Cost and Cumulative Exemptions

Deciding cases involving diffuse social harms requires evaluating not only the seriousness of the government's asserted goals, but
how much they will be damaged by leaving religious objectors
alone. Because the government must show it is pursuing the "least
restrictive means" 17 6 to its end, the government's interests must
generally be examined "at the margin"; that is by the harm from
exempting religious objectors alone. 177 Many social goals appear
"compelling" when they are inflated to the highest level of generality: that is, if the question is whether the law will be undermined in
its application to society as a whole. 178 But unless there is a strong
necessity that the law covers religious objectors, then it is a "less
restrictive means" for the government to exempt them while applying the law to others. Giving benefits to Mrs. Sherbert and a few
other sabbatarians until they find non-Saturday work will not drain
the unemployment fund. Allowing the education of Amish teenagers within the Amish community will not create any general danger
17 9
of an uneducated citizenry.
As others have already pointed out, too many free exercise de174. Specifically, the last point may sometimes be provable as to the commercial activities of religious organizations, but it would seldom, if ever, apply to the
purely religious activities of the church itself.
175. See, e.g., Western Presbyterian Church v. Board of Zoning Adjustment,
849 F. Supp. 77 (D.C.C. 1994) (entering preliminary injunction against zoning
board's prohibition of church soup kitchen that had operated safely for 10 years);
First Covenant Church v. City of Seattle, 840 P.2d 174, 185 (Wash. 1992) (holding
interest in historic preservation insufficient to overcome free exercise rights).
176. RFRA § 3(b)(2), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000 bb-1 (West Supp. 1994).
177. See Pepper, supra note 10, at 311 (stating that "the effect of excepting
religious claimantsfrom the legal provision at issue is the measure, not the importance of the provision in general") (emphasis added).
178. Clark, supra note 10, at 330-31 ("The purpose of almost any law can be
traced back to one or another of the fundamental concerns of government: public
health and safety, public peace and order, defense, revenue.").
179. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 221 (1972) ("Where fundamental
claims of religious freedom are at stake, however, we cannot accept [the State's]
sweeping claim [concerning necessity of education]; despite its admitted validity in
the generality of cases, we must searchingly examine the interests that the State
seeks to promote [in the particular case].").
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cisions have blindly accepted the government's characterization of
its interest at the highest level of generality.1 80 Permitting an optout from social security taxes for Amish persons, who want no benefits from the system, would not entail that every citizen could object
to the use of her tax payments.1 8 1 It is not necessary to apply labor
laws to all aspects of a church's operations in order to serve the
fundamental interest in "industrial peace and a sound economic
order."18 2 Courts should not repeat such mistakes in interpreting
RFRA.
. In a few cases, however, a claimed exemption, though tolerable
on its own, raises a strong risk of bringing on many others, and so
poses "a substantial threat to public safety or order." As the Court
indicated in Sherbert, sometimes granting an exemption will produce "an administrative problem of such magnitude" as to "render
the entire statutory scheme unworkable." 183 The threat of cumulative exemptions comes not only from other sincere religious objectors, but from other persons who could feign the same objection to
get the benefits of exemption.1 84 The First Amendment itself hampers the government in uncovering such "strategic behavior," because the government cannot adopt too narrow a definition of what
beliefs or practices are "religious" 85 or inquire too closely into
1 86
their sincerity or their importance to the believer.
For these reasons, Professor William Marshall's warning is appropriate in some cases; looking solely at the harm posed by the
specific religious objector can sometimes "lead[ ] to underestimating the strength of the countervailing state interest."1 87 The
180. See, e.g., Pepper, supra note 10, at 316-25; Clark, supra note 10, at 329-31.
181. See United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 262 (1982) (Stevens, J., concurring) (noting that because "the Amish have demonstrated their capacity to care for
their own, the social cost of eliminating this relatively small group of dedicated
believers would be minimal").
182. Catholic High School Ass'n v. Culvert, 753 F.2d 1161, 1171 (2d Cir.
1985) (holding that state labor laws apply to parochial school teachers on this
ground).
183. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 408-09 (1963).
184. The problem here includes those whose religious beliefs, though sincere, are mixed with self-interest. See Laycock, supra note 94, at 1017.
185. Cf Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333 (1970) (adopting broad definition of "religion" under draft exemption statutes, but also influenced by constitutional concerns); United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 176 (1965) (same).
186. See, e.g., Frazee v. Illinois Dep't of Employment Sec., 489 U.S. 829, 834
(1989) (religious claim must be deemed genuine unless it is patently "bizarre or
incredible"); Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439,
457-58 (1988) (rejecting inquiry into "centrality" of belief or practice on ground
that it involves second-guessing believer's understanding of his religion).
187. Marshall, In Defense of Smith, supra note 10, at 312. See Ira C. Lupu, Where
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case law indicates that such fears have done much to frighten the
courts away from protecting free exercise of religion.' 8 8 And the
concerns should continue to have relevance under RFRA. If granting one claim will necessarily lead to a host of others that cannot be
distinguished, then denying all claims is indeed the "least restrictive
means" of protecting the state's interest.
Concerns about cumulative costs, however, must not be allowed to undermine the free exercise exemption, as they tended to
do under pre-Smith case law. If the heightened scrutiny mandated
by RFRA is to be meaningful, the courts must skeptically examine
the government's assertion that an unmanageable number of
claims will follow and create a serious harm. Taking religious freedom seriously necessitates accepting some level of risk that government policies will be frustrated. The courts must demand
convincing evidence and serious threats. Thus, Sherbert rejected the
state's assertion of fiscal harm because there was no specific evidence that many claims, or insincere ones, would be brought. 189 In
Yoder, the Court pointed to the historic success of the Amish community as a way of cutting off an avalanche of claims to opt-out of
compulsory schooling, or out of regulation of private schooling.
These claims would truly pose the threat of a large uneducated and
unproductive population. 190
The government need not always offer hard empirical evidence that an exemption has proven unmanageable. The religious
claim may by its very nature present grave difficulties, and the
threatened harm may be too great to demand that the government
Rights Begin: The Problem of Burdens on the Free Exercise of Religion, 102 HARv. L. REv.

933, 947 (1989) (-Behind every free exercise claim is a spectral march; grant this
one, a voice whispers to each judge, and you will be confronted with an endless
chain of exemption demands from religious deviants of every stripe.").
188. See, e.g., Northwest Indian Cemetey, 485 U.S. at 452 (Constitution does not

"offer to reconcile the various competing demands on government, many of them
rooted in sincere religious belief, that inevitably arise in so diverse a society as
ours"); United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 259-60 (1982) (rejecting Amish claim to

opt out of social security system on ground that principle would allow "myriad"
challenges to use of tax payments); Gillette v. United States, 401 U.S. 437, 437

(1971) (rejecting claim of selective conscientious objector on ground that principle would admit many and varying claims indistinguishable from prudential

arguments).
189. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 407 (1963) (finding it "highly doubtful
whether [the state's] evidence would be sufficient to warrant a substantial infringement of religious liberties").
190. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 236 (1972) (asserting that "few other
religious groups" could make same showing as Amish justifying exemption from

schooling, and asserting that states maintained power to set "reasonable standards"
for non-public education).
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take a chance. Such factors probably justified the policy of denying
conscientious objector status to those who objected to a particular
war rather than all wars. 19 1 But whether based on actual experience or on predictions, the government's argument must be
convincing.
The most important element in this analysis is the extent to
which the religiously motivated conduct coincides strongly with secular self-interest, thus increasing the risk of "strategic behavior."
The greater such correspondence, the more likely that granting exemptions to religion will encourage many other claims, including
false ones that may be difficult to identify. Draft exemptions are a
prime example, which may explain why they never have been constitutionally required. 192 Tax exemptions likewise present a case
where self-interest is strongly implicated, and where courts have
rightly been reluctant to give a religion-specific exemption in the
absence of an explicit legislative judgment or other special circumstances.' 93 Additionally, there may still be sufficient sentiment to
engage in racial discrimination that permitting such behavior in
private schools under the aegis of religion would encourage many
private schools to assert such a claim insincerely. Such a judgment
would support the result, though not the reasoning, of the Bob Jones
case.

19 4

Most free exercise claims, however, will not present significant
risks of strategic behavior. Often the nature of the religious conduct itself places a burden on the believer, making it unlikely that
such claims will prove insincere or that granting them will bring on
191. See generally Gillette, 401 U.S. 455 (upholding policy on ground that such
objections would be numerous, would change with specific circumstances of war
and would be difficult to distinguish from political and prudential objections).
192. Id. at 461 n.23 (citing cases). The legislative exemption of some conscientious objectors rests on the fact that while the benefits of exemption are great,
the harms to conscience of forcing a sincere objector to go to war are great as well.
See Michael W. McConnell, Accommodation of Religion: An Update and a Response to
the Critics, 60 GEO. WASH. L. REv. 685, 702 & n.66 (1992) (stating that in "many
(military exemption] cases the result has been to deny a free exercise exemption
but to uphold a legislative accommodation if one is made").
193. Jimmy Swaggart Ministries v. Board of Equalization, 493 U.S. 378 (1990);
United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 256 (1982) (holding tax exemption available
only to self-employed individuals and not to employers or employees). For reasons
already discussed, Lee is a case where the tax exemption should have been granted.
The nature of the Amish claim to provide their own welfare system posed little risk
of strategic behavior.
194. See Mayer G. Freed & Daniel D. Polsby, Race, Religion, and Public Policy:
BobJones University v. United States, 1983 Sup. CT. REv. 1, 20-30. However, under
this analysis I still would not extend the Bob Jones reasoning to discrimination in
central religious positions such as clergy; even cumulative exemptions in such jobs
would not be likely to have a pervasive effect outside religious communities.
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a flood of similar ones. Peyote is unpleasant to ingest compared to
other hallucinogens. 19 5 Jehovah's Witnesses and other religious believers are scarcely motivated by self-interest when they refuse transfusions or other kinds of medical treatment. A physician or nurse
who refuses to participate in an abortion, at a hospital that performs the procedure, is quite likely to have been motivated by con19 6
science rather than self-interest.
Finally, to return to an obvious point, if similar exemptions
have been granted to other persons or in other jurisdictions, then
the government's claim that it cannot feasibly grant an exemption
to this religious claimant is undercut. Where other jurisdictions
had successfully managed the same exemptions, pre-Smith cases (including Sherbert and Yoder themselves) tended to rule for the religious claimant. 19 7 Likewise, courts have often found that
exemptions for other persons within the same jurisdiction undermined the government's assertion of necessity. 9 8s Even Smith held
195. Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 914
n.7 (1990) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (eating peyote tends to cause nausea and
vomiting, thus discouraging "casual or recreational use").
196. Cf St. Agnes Hosp. v. Riddick, 748 F. Supp. 319 (D. Md. 1990) (rejecting
similar free exercise claim by Catholic hospital whose residency program was denied ,accreditation for refusing to train residents in performing abortions). If the
religious conduct itself does not place an alternative burden on the believer, the
government can often do so, for example requiring alternative service of conscientious objectors. Such a requirement would be a "less restrictive means" of accomplishing the purpose of securing citizens' service and avoiding self-interested
claims for exemption. See Laycock, supra note 94, at 1017-18; cf.Johnson v. Robison, 415 U.S. 361, 385 n.19 (1974) (provision of special benefits to military servicemen, but not conscientious objectors who performed alternative service, could be
seen as attempt by Congress to "equalize the burdens" of military service and alternative military service, rather than attempt to put "relative burden" on "conscientious objector's free exercise of religion") (citing Clark, Guidelines for the Free
Exercise Clause, 83 HARv. L. REv. 327, 349 (1969)).
197. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 236 & n.23 (1972) (several states
recognized Amish "vocational training"); Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 407-08
n.7 (1963) (numerous states provided benefits to Sabbatarian objectors); Gordon
v. Idaho, 778 F.2d 1397 (9th Cir. 1985) (exempting witness with religious objection
from requirement of swearing on oath or making affirmation, relying on similar
flexibility in FED. R. Evmo. 603); Peyote Way Church of God v. Smith, 742 F.2d 193,
201 (5th Cir. 1984) (finding no compelling state interest in denying church's use
of peyote in religious ceremonies). But cf Smith, 494 U.S. at 906 (O'Connor, J.,
concurring) (arguing that Oregon had compelling interest in prohibiting all peyote use even -though numerous other states exempted use in Native American
rituals).
198. Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 113 S. Ct. 2217,
2234 (1993) (stating "[w]here government restricts only conduct protected by the
First Amendment and fails to enact feasible measures to restrict other conduct
producing substantial harm or alleged harm of the same sort, the interest given in
justification of the restriction is not compelling"); Quaring v. Peterson, 728 F.2d
1121, 1126-27 (8th Cir. 1984) (upholding believer's claim not to be photographed
for driver's license "because the state already allows numerous exemptions to the
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that "where the State has in place a system of individual exemptions, it may not refuse to extend that system to cases of 'religious
hardship' without compelling reason." 199
C. Pressure or Inducement to PracticeReligion
Religion should not be freed from a general law when doing so
would create significant pressure or inducement for persons to
practice religion as against comparable activities. The theory of
"substantive neutrality" underlying RFRA suggests that the statute
should be limited to removing actions that "discourage religious belief.., or practice." 200 RFRA should not provide protection in instances where that would go beyond protecting independent
religious decisions and would create significant incentives to practice religion. In the terms of the statute, courts can find a "compelling interest" in avoiding such inducement that justifies not'
extending an exemption to religion.
Suppose, for example, that a court under RFRA exempted a
religious school from property and income taxes, while a nearby
secular private school continued to pay taxes. Further suppose that
the exemption was granted simply because the school was religious,
not because the taxation actually interfered with any religious decision or tenet of the school. The result would be to lower the religious school's costs, enable it to reduce tuition, and quite likely
induce some students to choose the religious over the competing
secular school. Such a clear "competitive advantage" 20 1 to religion
should be avoided unless it is necessary to remove a serious burden
on religious freedom.
Construing RFRA so as to avoid significant inducements to religious practice is probably required in order to keep statutory exemptions within the current Establishment Clause limits on
photograph requirement"), aff'd without opinion sub nom. Jensen v. Quaring, 472
U.S. 478 (1985).
199. Smith, 494 U.S. at 884; see, e.g., Gillette v. United States, 401 U.S. 437
(1971) (upholding differential treatment as justified by strong reason); Olsen v.
Drug Enforcement Admin., 878 F.2d 1458 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (R. B. Ginsburg, J.)
(concluding that exemption for controlled use of peyote by Native American
Church did not require exemption for less circumspect use of marijuana by Rastafarians), cert. denied, 495 U.S. 906 (1990).
200. Laycock, supra note 94, at 1001 (stating that "the religion clauses require
government to minimize the extent to which it either encourages or discourages
religious belief or disbelief, practice or nonpractice, observance or nonobservance"); see supra notes 103-05 and accompanying text.
201. See Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 409 (1963) (suggesting that some
free exercise exemptions might confer too great of a "competitive advantage" on
religion).
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accommodation of religion. Although the general standard for
20 2
judging establishment issues is hopelessly confused at present,
the Court has given'slightly more guidance on legislative accommodations of religious freedom. The Court has firmly rejected the position, espoused by some commentators, that exemptions
specifically freeing religion from general laws amount to unconstitutional "favoritism" simply because such exemptions single out
religion for beneficent treatment. 20 3 After all, the constitutional
value of free exercise is itself religion-specific. Thus, a majority
made clear in Corporationof PresidingBishop v. Amos 20 4 that "[when]

government acts with the proper purpose of lifting a regulation that
burdens the exercise of religion," there is "no reason to require
that the exemption comes packaged'with benefits to secular entities." 20 5 And as already noted, the Court in Smith gave further encouragement to legislatures to enact "nondiscriminatory religiouspractice exemption [s] ."206
A more flexible approach seems to be emerging from recent
cases. 20 7 Although the Court struck down a tax exemption limited
to religious organizations in Texas Monthly v. Bullock, 20 8 Justice
202. See, e.g., Lamb's Chapel v. Center Moriches Sch. Dist., 113 S.Ct. 2141
(1993) (applying Lemon v. Kurtzman standard requiring secular purpose, secular
effect and non-entanglement); Lee v. Weisman, 112 S. Ct. 2649 (1992) (applying
standard forbidding coercion to engage in religious practice); County of Allegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573 (1989) (no majority for any standard). The Court,
once again, failed to clarify the general issue in Board of Education of KiryasJoel
Village School District v. Grumet, 114 S. Ct. 2481 (1994) (striking down special
school district drawn along boundaries of religious community, with majority finding only that law raised too great a "possibility of legislative favoritism along religious lines").
203. For variations on the position against legislative or permissive accommodations, see Tushnet, supra note 23, -at 388-89 (arguing that all religion-specific
exemptions are unconstitutional); Kurland, supra note 23 (same); Ira C. Lupu,
Reconstructingthe Establishment Clause: The CaseAgainst DiscretionatyAccommodation of
Religion, 140 U. PA. L. REv. 555 (1991) (arguing that religion-specific exemptions
are unconstitutional unless required by Free Exercise Clause).
204. 483 U.S. 327 (1987) (upholding religious institutions' exemption from
laws against religious discrimination in employment).
205. Id. at 338. Although the recent KiiyasJoel decision struck down a special
school district created to meet the needs of the Hasidic Jewish religious community, the majority reaffirmed its previous accommodation cases, stating that they
"leave no doubt that in commanding neutrality the Religion Clauses do not require the government to be oblivious to impositions that legitimate exercises of
state power may place on religious belief and practice." KiyasJoe, 114 S.Ct. at
2492.
206. 494 U.S. at 890; see Hobbie v. Unemployment Appeals Comm'n, 480 U.S.
136, 144-45 (1987); Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 314 (1952).
207. The following discussion partially parallels that of McConnell, supra note
192, at 696-712.
208. 489 U.S. 1 (1989).
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Brennan's plurality opinion reaffirmed that government may specifically exempt religion, as long as the exemption: 1) removes a "significant state-imposed deterrent to the free exercise of religion,"
and 2)
does not "impose substantial burdens on
nonbeneficiaries." 20 9 This approach, although gaining only three
votes in Texas Monthly, offers an account of why the court has upheld some religion-specific accommodations and struck down
others. The provision upheld in Amos, which exempted religious
organizations from liability for religious discrimination in employment, removed the "potentially serious encroachment[ ]" involved
in forcing a church to hire persons not committed to its teachings.2 10 By contrast, the sales-tax exemption on religious literature
struck down in Texas Monthly removed a less grave burden-the
incremental cost created -by the tax-and "burden [ed] nonbeneficiaries by increasing their tax bills. by whatever amount is
2 11
needed to offset" the exemption.
209. Id. at 15, 18 n.8. The other three justices joining the result in Texas
Monthly did not offer any general standard for legislative accommodations. Id. at
25-26 (White, J., concurring); id. at 26-29 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
210. Texas Monthly, 489 U.S. at 18 n.8; Corporation of Presiding Bishop v.
Amos, 483 U.S. 327, 336 (1987).
211. Texas Monthly, 489 U.S. at 18 n.8. Board of Education of Kiryas Joel Village School District v. Grumet, 114 S.Ct. 2481 (1994), decided as this article was
going to press, does seem to add a further barrier to some legislative accommodations of religion. But it should pose no danger to the application of RFRA.
In KiryasJoel, the Court struck down a special public school district created by
the New York legislature to permit Hasidic Jewish students with disabilities to receive special education services in an atmosphere consistent with their religious
and cultural background. KiryasJoel 114 S.Ct. at 2481. The majority found that
the creation of the Kiryas Joel district "violate [d] the requirement of government
neutrality," but not because it specifically "facilitate (d] the practice of religion." Id.
at 2492. The Court's concern was that the legislature might not give other groups
the same solicitude it had given ,the Hasidim of Kiryas Joel. See id. at 2493 (concluding that "(w] hatever the limits of permissible legislative accommodations may
be,... it is clear that neutrality as among religions must be honored"). The nature
of the accommodation to the residents of Kiryas Joel-a "case specific" act by the
legislature-made it too difficult, the majority concluded, to "assur[e] that the next
similarly situated group seeking a school. district of its own will receive one." Id. at
2491. Courts could not police a later legislative refusal to accommodate another
group, because "a legislature's failure to enact a special law is itself unreviewable."
Id.
RFRA, of course, presents no such problems: accommodations sought under
it are evaluated according to a general standard (the "compelling interest" test)
that courts must apply to every claim and that higher courts can use for purposes
of review. As Justice Blackmun noted in Smith, the "obligation [to treat religions
equally] is fulfilled by the uniform application of the 'compelling interest' test to
all free exercise claims." Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith,
494 U.S. 872, 918 (1990) (Blackmun,J.,. dissenting); see Laycock, supra note 48, at
230 (RFRA's test "treats every religious faith and every governmental interest
equally, granting neither special favors nor exceptions for .any group").
Moreover, unlike the claim in KityasJoe4 claims under RFRA do not generally
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By looking to the significance of the burdens removed from
religion and those imposed on others, this emerging Establishment
Clause standard points to a principle of proportionality. In accommodating religious activities, the legislature should not impose disproportionate costs on other citizens or activities. As such, the
analysis is broadly consistent with the principle of substantive neutrality. In order to minimize the government's effects on the religious decisions of citizens and groups, an accommodation should
remove a substantial burden on a religious choice that is independently decided. It should not have the effect of inducing such
choice.'. 2 But when an accommodation places markedly greater
burdens on other activities than it removes from religious ones, it
will tend to induce a switch, whether real or feigned, to religion
and away from those other activities. If RFRA is triggered only by
"substantial" burdens on religious exercise 21 3 and is construed to
avoid significant inducements to choose religious over non-religious activities, it should not violate the Establishment Clause in its
application to various circumstances.
Many of the factors relevant to the absence or presence.of "inducement" parallel those that signal the likelihood of multiple
claims for exemption. As before, the crucial factor is whether the
exemption provides what, in secular terms, would be seen as a "benefit," thus encouraging persons to switch to (or feign) religious
identification in order to gain it. And again, most religious conduct
is not in this category. It is the sort of behavior in which one would
not engage without the distinctive religious motivation. But exemptions from military service obviously present such a benefit, as do
many forms of tax exemption. Both also impose burdens on nonbeneficiaries, forcing them to shoulder added responsibilities for
defense or revenue, and thus increase the -likelihood of inducing
21 4
real or feigned religious identification.
involve the transfer of actual government power to a group of religious citizens.
Instead, RFRA claims seek only to have religious citizens left alone. The author
must disclose that he co-wrote an amicus brief in the KiryasJoel case with Professor
McConnell, defending the constitutionality of the district,.
212. See Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707, 727 (1981) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (government action satisfies Establishment Clause if it "does not have the
effect of 'inducing' religious belief, but instead merely 'accommodates' or implements an independent religious choice").
213. RFRA § 3, 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000 bb-1 (West Supp. 1994). For a discussion
on the triggering of heightened scrutiny, see infra notes 218-72 and accompanying
text.
214. See, e.g., Texas Monthly, 489 U.S. at 18 n.8 (rejecting sales tax exemption
because of increased tax burden imposed on non-exempted taxpayers); Gillette v.
United States, 401 U.S. 437, 454-60 (1971) (rejecting claim of selective conscien-
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A second relevant factor is whether religious activities and secular alternatives are close substitutes, such that the benefits of a free
exercise exemption can be used to attract persons to practice religion or patronize religious activities or organizations. The question
is analogous to the question in antitrust law as to whether businesses compete in the same market.2 15 For example, when religious groups engage in for-profit commercial activity, they typically
compete directly with other organizations and should usually be
subject to general government regulation.2 16 However, in most of
the activities engaged in by churches-preaching, worship, evangelizing-there is no direct secular competitor, and little likelihood
that anyone will turn to the religious activity because its costs have
'been reduced through an exemption from regulation.
The most difficult case is presented by not-for-profit educational and social service activities of churches, such as schools, shelters, soup kitchens, child care centers, and so forth. Here churches
undeniably compete with secular alternatives, and exemption can
potentially create an incentive to use religiously affiliated services.
But the religious freedom interest is also strong, since religious motivation and- ideology permeate the service activities of such
organizations.
In these hard cases, the courts should err on the side of protecting religious freedom. The principle of avoiding "inducements" to religion should not be interpreted so as to undermine
RFRA's protection of religion. Any exemption from regulation
tious objectors on ground of maintaining fairness in draft system). The objection
does not apply, of course, to non-RFRA statutory provisions that exempt religion
along with a broad class of comparable institutions. See Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397

U.S. 664 (1970) (permitting exemption from property tax on realty owned by religious organization and used exclusively for religious purposes).
215. See PHiLLiP AREEDA & DONALD F. TURNER, 2 ANTITRUST LAw 346-88 (1978
& 1993 Supp.) (discussing factors used in defining relevant markets).
216. United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 261 (1982) ("When followers of a
particular sect enter into commercial activity as a matter of choice, the limits they
accept on their own conduct as a matter of conscience and faith are not to be
superimposed on the statutory schemes which are binding on others in that activity."); see Tony & Susan Alamo Found. v. Secretary of Labor, 471 U.S. 290, 303-04
(1985). Even on this score, however, Lee is wrongly decided; the Amish employers
did not participate in the overall market for labor, but limited their hiring to members of their community. See Lee, 455 U.S. at 260 (noting that "[slelf employed
persons in a religious community having its own 'welfare' system are distinguishable from the generality of wage earners employed by others"). It is doubtful that
the taxpayers in Lee--carpenters and farmers in the Amish community"entered] into commercial activity" in the broader market at all. Id. at 261. By
recognizing these distinctions, the Court could have ruled for the Amish without
creating preferential exemptions for other religious groups engaged in typical
commercial activity.
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makes religion more attractive than it would be in the absence of
regulation. However, the issue is whether there is a strong likelihood of inducement of religious practices over other practices. If
the magnitude of the burden being removed from religion outweighs any inducement to religion or burden on others, then an
exemption still serves the overall goal of minimizing government's
pressure and maintaining "substantive neutrality." For example, in
the school hypothetical above, the benefits of a tax exemption to
religion would likely be justified if the exemption was granted not
merely because the school was religious, but because it had a conscientious objection to the tax in question.
Moreover, the effect of an exemption on religious practice
must be considered in the context of the religious organization's
overall relationship with the government. If, as is the case with
schools and many other activities, a non-religious entity receives
public funding and a competing religious entity does not, then exempting the religious entity from regulation works toward equalizing the situation and removes a discouragement to religion rather
than providing an inducement.
One final point should be emphasized. To say that an exemption should be avoided under RFRA if it will create an incentive or
inducement in favor of religion is not to say that the same exemption would be unconstitutional if it were granted under a particular
statute. The generalized restoration of free exercise rights in RFRA
should not be expected to carry religious exemptions to the outer
boundaries of permissible legislative accommodations. Rather, as
Professor McConnell has argued, the courts should give respect to a
particularized and colorable legislative judgment that a specific exemption will work more to remove a burden on religion than to
create pressure to practice religion.2 17 Draft exemptions provide a
good example. Although they have never been constitutionally
217. McConnell, supra note 192, at 710-11 (arguing that legislatures should
be able to "accomodate burdens on free exercise that would not be recognized as
such by the courts," and "to conclude that accomodation is possible without undue

damage to 'compelling governmental interests' even if a court would be reluctant
to reach such a conclusion").
The recent Kiryas Joel decision seems to cut the other wayi favoring general

rather than particularized exemptions so as to reduce the likelihood of legislative
favortism. See Board f Educ. of KiryasJoel Village Sch. Dist. v. Grumet, 114 S. Ct.
2481 (1994). KiryasJoe4 however, was concerned with favortism for "a particular

religious sect" in a context in which courts could not' effectively ensure equal treatment of other sects in later instances. Id. at 2493. For a further discussion of the
KiryasJoel decision, see supra note 211. Statutory provisions that exempt any sincere religious belief or practice from the law in question are not subject to the
same objection.
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compelled and should not be required under RFRA, the legislature
should be given leeway to create exemptions to take into account
the substantial burden that military service places on those conscientiously opposed to it.
IV.

TRIGGERING HEIGHTENED SCRUTINY:

"SUBSTANTIAL BURDENS"

ON RELIGIOUS EXERCISE

The other central interpretive issue concerning RFRA is determining the threshold that triggers application of the compelling
interest test to judge the government's action. The statute is meant
to "guarantee [the test's] application in all cases where free exercise
of religion is substantially burdened."2 1 8 The concept of "substantial burdens" on religious exercise is not precisely defined in the
statute or legislative history. Although the term could be read
broadly, it might also be read to incorporate all of the holdings that
significantly restricted application of heightened scrutiny even
before Smith.2 19 Such restrictions could, once again, undermine
the effect of the statute. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the
concept of free exercise "burdens" in greater detail.
The Burger and Rehnquist Courts used an increasingly demanding standard of cognizable "burdens" as a tool for giving complete deference to the government in free exercise cases.
Distinguishing between various kinds of burdens on religion, however, can also reflect a justifiable effort to weigh the strength of the
religious interest, as well as the government interest, as part of the
overall process of "balancing." It seems sensible to require stronger
reasons to justify a severe effect on religious freedom, and less to

22 0
justify a minor effect.

Unfortunately, it is often difficult for courts to calibrate effects
on religious practice, because an important part of that calculus how important is the practice to the believer or church? - is essen218. RFRA § 2(b)(1), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000 bb (West Supp. 1994).

* 219. For a discussion of "substantial burdens," see supra notes 17-21 and accompanying text. This is the warning of Professor Lupu, who first called attention
to the Court's increasing "burden" requirement. See Lupu, supra note 9, at 63
n.275; Lupu, supra note 187, at 935-36 (discussing "gatekeeping" function of free
exercise "burden" analysis in general).
220. See, e.g., Laycock, supranote 48, at 241 ("It is only common sense to recognize that a minor burden on a right may be justified by a less compelling interest
than a total prohibition of the same right."); Richard H. Seeburger, Public Policy
Against Religion: Doubting Thomas, 11 PEPP. L. REv. 311, 328-29 (1984) ("[T)lhe
Court should ... carefully identify and evaluate all the relevant competing interests [including severity of effect on religion]. Such an approach, a balancing test,
has room for some sensitivity, judgment, and intelligence.").
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tially a theological question beyond the competence or authority of
judges. 22 1 Thus, although Yoder spent a good deal of time discussing how "central" the concept of separation from the world was to
22

the Amish identity,2

the Court later backed off from making such

judgments. In unemployment cases after Sherbert, it simply deferred
to the believer's claim about importance. 223 But that option posed
a real danger of encouraging strategic behavior and insincere
claims. Thus in later cases, including Smith, the more conservative
majority used its inability to gauge the strength of the religious interest in a particular instance as a reason to defer to the government in all cases.

22 4

Although courts should be mindful of the pre-Smith cases limiting the concept of "burdens," they should not adopt the stringent
limits to which the cases might be taken to point. The following
sections discuss alternative thresholds in detail.
A. 1.
The InappropriateLimit of "Coercion Against Religious Commands
or Prohibitions"
The greatest potential inroad on religious freedom is
presented by the rule, announced in Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Association 25 and Jimmy Swaggart Ministries v. Board of
Equalization,22 6 that there is no cognizable "burden" unless a believer or church has been forced or coerced to violate a specific
tenet of the religion (whether to engage in activity that is proh'ibited or to refrain from activity that is commanded).227 As-Professor
221. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 215 (1972) '(recognizing that "a
determination of what is a 'religious' belief or practice entitled to constitutional
protection may present a most delicate question"). In a string of cases involving
competing claims to church property, the Court has made it clear that judges may
not resolve disputes "on the basis- of religious doctrine and practice.". Jones v.
Wolf, 443 U.S. 595, 602 (1979); Serbian Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S.
696, 710 (1976); Presbyterian Church v. Hull Church, 393 U.S. 440, 449 (1969); see
Ballard v. United States, 322 U.S. 78 (1944) (holding courts may notjudge correctness of religious' teaching).
222. See Yoder, 406 U.S. at 2.15-19.
223. See Frazee v. Illinois Dep't of Employment Sec., 489 U.S. 829, 834 (1989)
(finding defendant's claim "religious" despite fact he did not belong to any particular Christian sect); Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707 (1981) (refusing to dismiss believer's religious claim because it conflicted with official church teaching).
224. See Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872,
886-87 (1990) (rejecting "centrality" test for triggering strict scrutiny); Lyng v.
Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 457-58 (1988) (same).
225. 485 U.S. 439 (1988).
226. 493 U.S. 378 (1990).
227. Id. at 391-92 (finding no free exercise violation because the state had not
'condition [ed] receipt of an important benefit upon conduct proscribed by a reli-
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Laycock has pointed out, much of the activity of churches and believers is not grounded in religious "commands" or "prohibitions"
228
but is nevertheless deeply motivated by religious commitment.
Therefore, the Court's "command or prohibition" threshold grossly
distorts the place of religion in many believers' lives. It has led
courts to hold, with a straight face, that no issues regarding the "exercise of religion" were presented by claims to be a minister, 229
build a church, 230 worship at a sacred location,2 3 1 or avoid compelled exposure to religiously objectionable ideas, 23 2 because none
of these actions were specifically commanded by religious dogma.
This rule is objectionable for the same reason as the rule in
Smith is: it eliminates protection for many of the central activities of
religion. In each of the above cases, the exercise of religion was
gious faith, or ... denie[d] such a benefit because, of conduct mandated by religious belief' ") (quoting Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707, 717-18 (1981)).
228. Laycock, supra note 11, at 23-28; id. at 26 ("It is probably the case that
most religious practice is religiously motivated.but not religiously mandated."). See
generally Douglas Laycock, Towards a General Theory of the Religion Clauses: The Case
of Church Labor Relations and the Right to Autonomy, 81 COLUM. L. REv. 1373 (1981)
(defending free exercise rights to "church autonomy" as well as "conscientious
objections"). Many large denominations-mainline Protestants, Reform and Conservative Jews-tend to view faith as more complicated than a set of responses to
divine commands. For a discussion of the effect of free exercise doctrine on such
"acculturated" groups, see Angela C. Carmella, A Theological Critique of Free Exercise
Jurisprudence, 60 GEO. WASH. L. REv. 782 (1992). Many other religions-Buddhism, for example-also do not view religious conduct in terms of commands or
prohibitions. See NANCy WILSON Ross, BUDDHISM: A WAY OF LIFE AND THOUGHT 80
(1980). (distinguishing between "thou shalt" of Western religion and Buddhist
"counsels. of perfection").
229. Witters v. State Comm'n for Blind, 771 P.2d 1119, 1123 (Wash.) (holding that seminary student who was denied assistance available to students in other
fields had no free exercise claim because he had not engaged in "conduct mandated by religious belief"), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 850 (1989).
230. Numerous cases uphold zoning boards' refusals to allow churches to
build on their own property, often on the ground that the church was not doctrinally required to build in the particular place in question. See, e.g., Grosz v. City of
Miami Beach, 721 F.2d 729 (l1th Cir. 1983) (holding that zoning ordinance applied to prevent use of residence for organized religious service), cert. denied, 469
U.S. 827 (1984); Lakewood, Ohio, Congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses v. Lakewood, 699 F.2d 303 (6th Cir.) (holding that ordinance preventing building of
churches in nearly all residential districts is constitutional), cert. denied, 464 U.S.
815 (1983).
231. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439
(1980). If there is no "substantial burden" within the meaning of RFRA in cases
such as Northwest Indian Cemetery, it is only because they involve the government's
management of its own land. For a discussion of this issue, see infra part IV-C,
notes 268-72 and accompanying text.
232. Mozert v. Hawkins County Bd. of Educ., 827 F.2d 1058 (6th Cir. 1987)
(rejecting claim of fundamentalist Christian parents to remove their children from
reading classes where they objected to content of reading materials), cert. denied,
484 U.S. 1066 (1988).
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"substantially" burdened according to any common meaning of
that statutory language.2 33 Simple textualism strongly argues
against limiting RFRA's protection only to religious conduct implicating doctrinal "commands or prohibitions." Some other meaning
must be found.
Despite the untoward results just described, government attorneys might argue that the strict "command or prohibition" limit on
"burdens" is justified by the legislative history that directs courts to
look to pre-Smith case law. The term "substantially" was added as a
qualifier to the "burden" threshold by a "technical" or "clarifying"
amendment in the Senate, after the original bill had passed the
House. 234 The purpose of the amendment, according to the chief
Senate sponsors, was to indicate generally that RFRA "does not require the Government tojustify every action that has some effect on
religious exercise"; 235 and more particularly, "to make it clear that
the pre-Smith law is applied . . . in determining whether
[g]overnment action .. . . must meet the [compelling interest]
test."236 The Senate Report likewise states that courts should "look

to free exercise cases decided prior to Smith for guidance in determining whether the exercise of religion has been substantially
237
burdened."
Again, however, other parts of the legislative history cloud the
picture. The House Report expressly rejects the fimmy Swaggart
threshold: "in order to violate the statute, the government activity
need not coerce individuals into violating their religious beliefs,"
but need only "have a substantial external impact on the practice of
religion." 238 Revealingly, the phrase "substantial external impact" is
drawn from Justice Brennan's dissent in Northwest Indian Cemetery,
which condemned the majority's limitation of "burdens" to cases
involving "commands or prohibitions." 23 9

',It is

true that the statu-

tory text was qualified to "substantial [ ] burden [s]" after the House
Report, but both houses treated that as a clarification rather than a
substantial change.2 40 In other places, the debates and committee
233. RFRA § 3, 42 U.S.C. 2000 bb-1.
234. See 139 CONG. REc. S14,352 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1993) (recording clarifying amendment No. 1082, offered by Sens. Kennedy and Hatch, the chief Senate
sponsors).
235. Id. (statement of Sen. Hatch).
236. Id. (statement of Sen. Kennedy); see id. (statement of Sen. Hatch).
237. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 8.
238. House Report, supra note 63, at 6.
239. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 46671 (1988) (Brennan, J., dissenting).
240. See, e.g., 139 CONG. REC. S14,351-52 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1993) (statements
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reports simply fudge the meaning of "substantial burden," offering
equally unhelpful alternative formulations such as "incidental burden." 241 Representative Hyde was right to perceive a "tone of indef242
initeness" in the concept of "burdens."
More enlightening than phrases in the legislative history are
the goals expressed by sponsors of RFRA concerning specific situations. Eliminating protection for all claims not rooted in a religious
"command or prohibition" would undermine some of the central
concerns of the Act. Sponsors often stated that RFRA would restore
protection to churches that had been restricted in using their property by draconian rules on zoning or historic preservation. 24 3 The
committee report specifically refers to testimony concerning this
problem. 2 44 However, as noted above, in many instances churches
cannot claim that their religious tenets require them to build in a
particular location, or according to a particular configuration. As
of Sens. Kennedy and Hatch); id. at H8714 (daily ed. Nov. 3, 1993) (statement of
Rep. Brooks) ("[t]his amendment is consistent with the intent of the bill").
241. See 139, CONG. REc. H8714 (daily ed. Nov. 3, 1993) (statement of Rep.
Brooks); see.id. at S14,470 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1993) (statement of Sen. Hatch) (declaring that "the incidental impact on a religious practice does not 'burden' anyone's free'exercise of religion"). In the latter passage; Senator Hatch endorsed
minimal scrutiny in cases such as Northwest Indian Cemetey-but only because it
involved the government's management of its land, and not because it failed to
rise to the level of coercion against doctrinal tenets. For discussion of such cases,
see infra notes 268-72 and accompanying text.
The Senate Report likewise refers to "incidental" burdens, in a passage notable only for a meticulously crafted ambiguity that reflects the tug of war between
lobbyists. As examples of actions that do not trigger RFRA, the report offers "neutral and compelling land-use regulations, such as fire codes, that may apply to
structures owned by religious institutions but have no substantial impact on religious practices." Senate Report, supra note 63, at 9 & n.18. Of course, the fact that
fire codes can be applied to churches proves little, for they create little or no burden, even in financial terms, and as the report itself notes, are obviously justified
by "compelling" safety concerns. See id.
242. 139 CONG. REc. H8714 (daily ed. Nov. 3, 1993) (statement of Rep.
Hyde).
243. See, e.g, Orrin G. Hatch, "Compelling Interest" Is For Our Benefit, WASH.
TiME-S, April 11, 1993, at B5 (stating that one reason for RFRA was to reverse decisions that upheld "zoning laws excluding religious organizations from engaging in
church-related activities in a city's central business district"); Michael Hirsley, Full
Religious Freedom is Goal CHI. TRIB., May 14, 1993, at X7 (sponsors sought to fend
off actions that would "zon [el churches out of commercial areas"); Peter Steinfels,
Clinton Signs New Law ProtectingReligious Practices,N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 17, 1993, at A18
(quoting Vice President Gore's statement, at signing ceremony, concerning laws
that "dictate the configuration" of church buildings).
244. See Senate Report, supra note 63, at 8 (noting that, among other things,
"' [c]hurches have been zoned even out of commercial areas' ") (quoting testimony
from Oliver S. Thomas, appearing for the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs and the American Jewish Committee); House Report, supra note 63, at 6 n.14
(citing Rector of St. Bartholomew's Church v. City of New York, 914 F.2d 348 (2d
Cir..1990), cert. denied, 499 U.S. 905 (1991)).
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such, challenges to zoning and landmarking laws have often failed
the "command or prohibition" threshold.2 45 RFRA's sponsors specifically disapproved of these cases. 2 46 Sponsors also suggested that
RFRA would give parents and students at least a claim to opt-out of
objectionable school curriculums, 24 7 but the one appellate case to
decide the issue concluded there was no "burden" because the believers had no tenet-requiring them to avoid exposure to conflicting ideas.

248

Moreover, the "command or prohibition" limit itself suffers
from the same defect as did the Court's previous inquiries into the
"centrality" or "importance" of a practice.2 49 It improperly requires
courts to make "theological" judgments about whether the particu250
lar conduct is religiously mandated or just religiously motivated.
245. Cornerstone Bible Church v. City of Hastings, 948 F.2d 464, 472-73 &
n.16 (8th Cir. 1991) (upholding zoning ordinance that excludes churches from
commercial areas; indicating among other things, that there was no "coercion in
religious practice"); Rector of St. Bartholomew's Church,914 F.2d at 355 (refusing free
exercise scrutiny of landmark restrictions that prevent church from replacing religious activities center with office building, citing threshold requirement of Swaggart). For a further discussion on challenges to zoning and landmarking laws, see
cases cited, supra note 230.
246. See, e.g., 139 CONG. REc. S14,353 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1993) (statement of
Sen. Hatch) (disapproving of result in Cornerstone); id. at 142360 (daily ed. May 11,
1993) (statement of Rep. Schumer) (same); id. at H2361 (daily ed. May 11, 1993)
(statement of Rep. Hoyer) (same); see also Douglas Laycock, Free Exercise and the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 62 FORDHAM L. REv. 883, 904 (1994) (discussing
"evidence that Congress' conception of burden is also broader than the Supreme
Court's conception of burden in Swaggare').
247. See NSBA Finds Itself Alone Opposing Religious Freedom Bill, EDUCATION
DAILY, March 23, 1993, at 3 (quoting Sen. Edward Kennedy's statements in reintroducing RFRA on March 11, 1993) (on file with the Villanova Law Review).
248. Mozert v. Hawkins County Bd. of Educ., 827 F.2d 1058, 1069-70 (6th Cir.
1987) (Lively, CJ., joined by Kennedy, J.) cert. denied, 484 U.S. 1066 (1988). Indeed, the same limit arguably would have cut off the claim in Yoder itself; the
Amish's objection rested on the effect that. public schooling would have on their
community, independent of whether some specific tenet prohibited such exposure. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 217-18 (1972). Although the Court found
that public schooling "contravenes the basic religious tenets and practice of the
Amish faith," it failed to point to any specific tenet prohibiting public schooling.
Id. at 218. Justice Brennan made this point in Northwest Indian Cemetery but the
majority rejected it. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S.
439, 456-57, 466-67 (1988). In the author's opinion, Justice Brennan had the better of the argument.
249. For a discussion of the problems in such inquiries, see supra notes 221-24
and accompanying text.
250. Some of the courts'judgments in this respect were wrong. Native American religious tenets may have required worship at the particular sites involved in
the Northwest Indian Cemetery case. See Northwest Indian Cemetery, 485 U.S. at 459
(Brennan,J., dissenting). Additionally, a person's "call" to become a minister can
easily be seen as a tenet requiring the pursuit of that profession. But cf Witters v.
Washington Comm'n for Blind, 771 P.2d 1119, 1123 (Wash.), cert. denied, 493 U.S.
850 (1989).
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At the same time, it explicitly favors a "duty-based" view of religion
and thus violates "[t]he clearest command of the Establishment
Clause.... that one religious denomination cannot be officially preferred over another." 25 1 RFRA should be construed to avoid such
results.
It is inappropriate, therefore, to read RFRA as including only
those claims that rest on coercion against a religious tenet. There
are better ways to construe the term "substantial burden" and incorporate the concerns of previous case law so as to ensure that not all
effects on religion trigger strict scrutiny.
B.

"Burdens" As Effects on Distinctively Religious Decisions or
Activities

Determining the proper threshold for triggering RFRA should
be guided, once again, by the principles underlying the statute.
The relevant principles underlying the statute are the protection of
religious minorities, the maintenance of "substantive" neutrality toward religion, and the concern with "cumulative exemptions" undermining the statutory scheme.2 52 The category of cognizable
"burdens" should be drawn so as to remove government interference with religious practices, without encouraging an unmanageable number of claims or-creating substantial incentives for others
to engage in religious practices so as to gain the relative benefits of
exemption.
In many cases, a general law creates a difficulty for religious
believers or institutions that is simply not a problem of conscience
for other citizens. Such "disproportionate effects" are particularly
likely to occur with respect to minority religions. 253 Unlike the
Amish and some traditionalist Christians, most parents do not have
strong or pervasive religious objections to public education curriculums. 2 54 Unlike Sikhs or OrthodoxJews , most people do not care if
they are forbidden to wear head coverings on the job or elsewhere.
In cases of disproportionate effect on religion, exempting the believer or church merely restores the' government, iri the words of
251. Larson v. Valente, 456 U.S. 228, 244 (1982).
252. For discussion of these principles, see supra parts II-B, Ill-B, II1-C.
253. See McConnell & Posner, supra note 104, at 38-42 (discussing "disproportionate effects" on religious practice).
254. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972); Mozert v. Hawkins County
Bd. of Educ., 827 F.2d 1058 (6th Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 1066 (1988). The
Mozert decision, then, should have recognized the "burden" on religion. The case
should have turned on whether allowing the students to opt out would have undermined the school's ability to maintain a curriculum. One judge reached that issue
and concluded that it would. Id. at 1071-72 (opinion of Kennedy, J.).
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Sherbert, to a position of "neutrality in the face of religious
2 55
differences."
Disproportionate or distinctive effects on religion arise in a
wide range of situations, not simply for minority religions, and not
simply when the believer's activity is "commanded or prohibited" by
religious tenets. Historic preservation laws often inflict a distinctive
harm on a church by preventing architectural changes motivated by
concerns of theology or mission that find no counterpart in a secular organization. For example, the church may need to move its
altar to express a different relation between clergy and congregants, or expand its sanctuary to emphasize evangelistic efforts.
These actions are permeated by religious concerns even though
they may not be commanded by a particular tenet.256 Another ex-

ample is labor regulations, which may create only minimal burdens
in some church-related applications but may also, in many instances, intrude on church organizational structures that have a
substantial ideological component not present in secular entities.
On this basis, the Supreme Court properly exempted parochial
schools from unionization by teachers, even though there was no
doctrinal prohibition involved (since Catholic tenets themselves
strongly favor workers' right to organize).257
Similarly, the Court correctly found that the religious-exemption provision of Title VII removed a "significant burden" on religion by freeing churches from potential liability for favoring
members of their own faith when hiring employees. Even if a
church has no tenet directing that its employees all be church
members, religious identification still matters to the church in a
way that it obviously does not to a secular organization. 258 The
Court was wrong in Northwest Indian Cemetery when it used the "coercion" standard to conclude that there was no cognizable "burden."2 59 The development of federal forests inflicted a far greater
255. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 409 (1963).
256. See Angela C. Carmella, Houses of Worship and Religious Liberty: Constitutional Limits to Landmark Preservationand Architectural Review, 36 VILL. L. REV. 401

(1991).
257. NLRB v. Catholic Bishop of Chicago, 440 U.S. 490 (1979) (decided on
statutory grounds but influenced by religion clause concerns).
258. Corporation of Presiding Bishop v. Amos, 483 U.S. 327, 335-36 (1987)

(upholding exemption for all non-profit activities, religious as well as non-religious, on the ground that it "alleviate[s] significant governmental interference with
the ability of religious organizations to define and carry out their religious missions"). This analysis suggests that the exemption upheld as permissible in Amos
was actually constitutionally compelled.
259. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 45051 (1988).
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harm (in kind and degree) on Native American religionists (for
whom the sites were sacred) than on citizens who wanted to use the
land for recreation. This harm occurred even though no specific
tenet required the Native Americans to worship in a particular
2 60
place.
At the other end of the spectrum, however, are cases where the
effect of government action on a believer or church has no distinctively religious element and is no different in kind or degree from
that suffered by any other organization. Claims to be free from taxation or other financial burdens, or from the paperwork requirements of regulation, generally fall into this category, as long as the
particular tax or the requirements for exempt status do not conflict
with religious tenets or interfere with specifically religious decisions.2 61 Granting such claims based purely on financial or administrative burdens presents far greater problems, both in terms of
creating incentives to practice religion and in occasioning cumulative exemptions that cut substantially into the coverage of the statutory scheme.
A simple claim of financial burden, without any effect on a distinctively religious interest, can be held in common by any believer
or church. Thus, granting an exemption for one will often logically
entail granting it for all, creating a much greater gap in regulatory
coverage. For example, in Dole v. Shenandoah Baptist Church,262 a
church-run school objected to paying minimum wages to its employees, not because of a conscientious objection to paying minimum wages, or because of an interference in religious decision
making, but because of the cost of regulation. In light of the
church's theory, the court concluded that "[t] here is no principled
way of exempting the school without exempting all other sectarian
260. Id. at 459-61 (Brennan,J., dissenting) (discussing harm to Native American religious practices from land development).
261. See Jimmy Swaggart Ministries v. Board of Equalization, 493 U.S. 378
(1990) (financial burden of sales tax). The denial of unemployment benefits in
cases like Sherbertwas not "merely [a] financial" burden, because it was based on the
exercise of a religious tenet and created a disproportionate effect on that tenet.
Another example of a financial burden that further involves a distinctively
religious element is the recurring question as to whether tithes to a church by a
bankrupt donor should be within the reach of creditors in a bankruptcy proceeding. See Christians v. Crystal Evangelical Free Church, 152 Bankr. 939 (D. Minn.
1993). Although the burden could be said to be "financial," it implicates the
debtor's religious command to tithe to the church and thus should qualify as a
"burden" under RFRA. The United States Department of Justice at first took the
opposite position in the Eighth Circuit appeal of Christians,but now has withdrawn
the argument. Gustav Niebuhr, Justice Department Withdraws Brief in Tithing Case,
N.Y. TiMEs, Sept. 16, 1994, at B11.
262. 899 F.2d 1389, 1398 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 846 (1990).
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schools and thereby the thousands of lay teachers and staff members on their payrolls."2 63 Had the church shown that it had a tenet
against paying minimum wages, or that regulatory oversight would
interfere in specifically religious decisions, the effect of granting an
exemption would not have been so broad.
Moreover, with simple financial or administrative burdens,
non-religious entities typically can make the identical claim as religious ones. Religious practice does not suffer any distinctive harm.
Since religious and non-religious entities often directly compete,
upholding a religious entity on the precise claim denied to its secular counterpart will be. more likely to create an incentive to religious practice than to remove a significant disincentive.
The considerations just mentioned support a presumption that
simple financial or administrative costs are not sufficiently "substantial" to trigger the compelling interest test under RFRA. This principle is also reflected in the case liw. In fimmy Swaggart, for
example, the Court held that a tax that "merely decreases the
amount of money [a church] has to spend on its religious activities"
2 64
does not create a "constitutionally significant" burden.
This argument, then, tracks many of those made with respect
to the "compelling interests" in avoiding cumulative exemptions or
inducements to practice religion. Whether the case is decided at
the "burden" stage or the "compelling interest" stage, welfare state
regulations that merely create a financial or paperwork burden
should generally be upheld against challenges based on RFRA.
However, the courts should generally block the application of regulations that conflict with sincere religious tenets of the believer or
church, or that significantly interfere in the distinctively religious
concerns or activities of the church.
Again, however, to exclude simple financial or administrative
burdens from scrutiny under RFRA does not mean that a legislature
could not, within limits, make a particularized judgment that a
given financial or administrative burden is serious enough to outweigh the risk of inducement to religion and justify an exemp-

263. Id. at 1398 (stating that "increased payroll expenses.., is not the sort of
burden that is determinative in a free exercise claim").
264. Jimmy Swaggart, 493 U.S. at 391 (following Hernandez v. Commissioner,
490 U.S. 680, 699 (1989)). Additionally, in Alamo Foundation,the Court held that
the paperwork requirements of the federal minimum wage laws were not "significantly . . . intrusive into religious affairs." Tony & Susan Alamo Foundation v.
Secretary of Labor, 471 U.S. 290, 305-06 (1985).
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tion. 265 It is 'simply that RFRA, as a generalized statute looking

toward prior case law, cannot be expected to extend so far. There
is a greater likelihood that recognizing mere financial ,or
paperwork burdens will create multiple exemptions or inducements to practice religion. The pre-Smith case law generally held
that such burdens were not sufficient to trigger heightened scrutiny. Together, these factors provide a solid argument for presumptively excluding that class of burdens from heightened scrutiny
under RFRA, while conceding to legislatures the discretion to remove such burdens in a more particularized fashion.
Moreover, -the presumption, against mere, financial or
paperwork burdens under RFRA should be defeasible. Financial or
administrative costs may be so severe as to have a drastic effect on a
church's operation, and the concept of "substantial" burden or impact should be read sensibly to cover such situations. Even the
Jimmy Swaggart case, which rejected most claims for a tax exemption
based on financial or administrative burdens, concluded that "a
more onerous tax rate, even if generally applicable, might effectively choke off an adherent's religious practices" and so be subject
to heightened scrutiny. 2 66 Taking another example, zoning or
landmarking laws often prevent a church altogether from engaging
in a certain kind of ministry, or locating in a particular area.2 6 7 In

such cases RFRA should be triggered and require a strong
justification.
C.

"InternalOperations" Cases

The pre-Smith case law contains one further quirk: the rule
that there can be no cognizable "burden" on-religion from a gov-.
ernment action that is merely an "internal" operation, such as the
keeping of administrative records 268 or the management of government lands.2 69 This is an unduly narrow understanding of religious
freedom, especially in the case of government land management,
265. For an argument concerning deference to such judgments in the face of
Establishment Clause challenges, see supra text accompanying note 217.
266. Jimmy Swaggart, 493 U.S. at 392; see Murdock v. Pennsylvania, 319 U.S.
105 (1943) (invalidating law requiring payment of fee to solicit religious tracts).
267. See Karen de Witt, Cold Shoulder to Churches That PracticePreachings, N.Y.
TIMES, Mar. 27, 1994, at 1 (discussing zoning laws that keep church social service
ministries out of neighborhoods).
268. Bowen v. Roy, 476 U.S. 693 (1986) (plurality opinion).
269. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439
(1988). This was an alternative holding to the erroneous holding that there was
no "burden" because no coercion against a specific Native American religious
tenet existed.
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which can have devastating effects on religious practitioners using
the property.2 70 Nevertheless, courts might legitimately hold that
the limits set by these cases are incorporated in RFRA. Senator
Hatch, a leading sponsor, supported such an interpretation while in
the Senate debate. The Senate committee report also adverts with
approval to the earlier cases.2 7 1 Although the "internal operations"
limit necessarily distinguishes some religious claims from others, at
least it does not do so explicitly on the theological nature of the
religious claim, as the "command or prohibition" limit does.
Still, it would probably be more sensible to apply heightened
scrutiny to these cases. If accommodating religious needs would
create significant disruptions in the government's operations, or
would keep others from using government land, the government
would have a sufficient justification even under the compelling interest test.2 7 2 Otherwise, there is no justification for a substantial
infringement on religious exercise.
V.
A.

FURTHER PROBLEMS

CongressionalPower to Enact RFRA

The legislative history gives only a brief defense of Congress'
power to enact RFRA, but academic supporters have presented the
case more fully. 2 73 As applied to federal agencies, RFRA is simply

an exercise of Congress' undoubted power to control the activities
of the federal government. Rather than putting a guarantee of religious freedom in every statute, Congress dealt with the issue universally ahead of time.2 74 As applied to state and local governments,
270. See id. at 466-67 (Brennan, J., dissenting). For extensive criticism of this
aspect of Roy and Northwest Indian Cemetery, see David C. Williams & Susan H. Williams, Volitionalism and Religious Liberty, 76 CORNELL L. REv. 769 (1991).
271. 139 CONG. Rc. S14,470 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1993) (Sen. Hatch, in colloquy with Sen. Grassley) (stating RFRA "would have no effect" on "internal operations" cases such as Roy and Northwest Indian Cemetery); Senate Report, supra note
63, at 9.
272. Cf Northwest Indian Cemetety, 485 U.S. at 452-53 (raising hypothetical situation, not present in case, in which Native Americans claimed exclusive right to use
land for sacred ceremonies).
273. See Laycock, supra note 48, at 245-54; McConnell, supra note 122, at 18790 (supporting Congress' power to enact RFRA, under both separation of powers
doctrine and section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment).
274. See RFRA § 6(b), 42 U.S.C.A. 2000 bb-3 (West Supp. 1994) ("Federal statutory law adopted after the date of the enactment of this Act is subject to this Act
unless such law explicitly excludes such application by reference to this Act.").
Congress has power under the Necessary and Proper Clause (art. I, § 8, cl. 18) to
take steps to ensure that free exercise values are respected in any federal program.
See Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333, 371 (1970) (White, J., dissenting) (arguing, with respect to draft exemptions, that it is "necessary and proper" for Con-
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RFRA is an exercise of 'Congress' power under section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment "to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the
provisions of" the Amendment.2 75 RFRA does so by protecting the
right of free exercise, which is incorporated in the Due Process
27 6
Clause of section 1 of the Amendment.
Most exercises of the section 5 power have been aimed at enforcing the explicit Fourteenth Amendment right to equal protection of the laws. However, it is clear that Congress can also enforce
rights, such as free exercise, that are in the amendment by virtue of
incorporation. The thousands of cases brought every year under 42
U.S.C. § 1983 to challenge state and local governments' denials of
free speech or other guarantees of the Bill of Rights are dependent
upon Congress' ability to protect incorporated rights through legislation. Moreover, the Court has specifically upheld congressional
power in a case arising under the incorporated Eighth
27 7
Amendment.
The extent of Congress' section 5 power is contested and uncertain, but RFRA clearly passes muster. At first glance it may seem
that Congress is exceeding its power to enforce the free exercise
right by legislating to overrule the Smith decision, which refused to
declare a constitutional right of free exercise against general laws.
Congress, however, is not trying to overturn the Court's ruling as a
matter of constitutional law, that would be an obvious intrusion on
the authority of the courts.2 78 Instead, Congress is using its powers
to create a statutory right where the Court refused to declare a constitutional one. The difference is both crucial and obvious. The
gress; in enacting draft laws, "to take account of the First Amendment and to avoid
possible violations of the Free Exercise Clause").
275. U.S. CONsT. amend. XIV, § 5.
276. See Senate Report, supra note 63, at 13-14 ("congressional power under
section 5 to enforce the 14th Amendment includes congressional power to enforce
the free exercise clause"); see also Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 303
(1940) (incorporating free exercise into due process).
277. Hutto v. Finney, 437 U.S. 678, 693-94 (1978) (upholding congressional
power under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to abrogate state sovereign
immunity in context of prison case involving incorporated right against cruel and
unusual punishment). The Hutto Court simply could not have overlooked the
point, since Justice Rehnquist's dissent turned on the distinction between direct
and incorporated Fourteenth Amendment rights. Id. at 717-18 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). See Matt Pawa, Comment, Wi7en, the Supreme Court Restricts Constitutional
Rights, Can CongressSave Us? An Examination of Section 5 of the FourteenthAmendment,
141 U. PA. L. REv.. 1029, 1095-97 (1993).
278. Cf United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128, 145-47 (1872). The
Court in Klein overturned, on separation of powers grounds, a statute that directed
courts to ignore presidential pardons, thereby denying pardons "the effect which
this court has adjudged them to have." Id. at 147.
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statutory. standard, unlike any constitutional counterpart, is subject
2 79
to future change by Congress3
The Supreme Court made clear in Katzenbach v. Morgan28 0 that
under section 5, Congress is not confined "to the insignificant role
of abrogating only those state laws that the judicial branch was prepared to adjudge unconstitutional." 28 1 The so-called "Morgan
power" has stirred a great deal of controversy because, construed
without limits, it would shift final authority for constitutional interpretation from the Court to Congress, in violation of Marbury v.
Madison 12 and the rules prescribing strict procedures for amending the Constitution.28S But Congress' interpretation of religious
freedom in RFRA, although expansive, does not present such
dangers.
Morgan has generally been thought to rest on two alternative
theories, one less problematic and radical than the other. The Morgan case upheld a provision of the Voting Rights Act that forbade
English literacy tests on voters -who had just immigrated from Puerto Rico, 28 4 even though the Court had just a few years earlier held
28 5
that such literacy requirements did not violate equal protection.
Justice Brennan's majority opinion offered two bases for upholding
the law. First, preserving the votes of Puerto Ricans was necessary
to prevent government discrimination against them in the provision of other services.28 6 On this "remedial" theory, Congress did
not advance a new constitutional interpretation, but rather used its
fact-finding powers to take steps that were necessary to head off ra279. See Laycock, supra note 48, at 246 (noting that distinction is "not a mere
formality").

280. 384 U.S. 641 (1966).
281. Id. at 649.
282. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 176 (1803) (stating that "[i]t is, emphatically, the
province and duty of the judicial department, to say what the law is").
283. See Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 204-05 (1970) (Harlan, J.) (allowing Congress to be final interpreter of Constitution is contrary to constitutional
structure of United States government). Commentators have taken various perspectives on the "Morgan power." See generally Stephen L. Carter, The Morgan
"Power"and the Forced Reconsideration of ConstitutionalDecisions, 53 U. CHI. L. Rxv.
819 (1986); Jesse Choper, Congressional Power to Expand JudicialDefinitions of the
Substantive Terms of the Civil War Amendments, 67 MINN. L. REv. 299 (1982); Archibald Cox, The Role of Congress in ConstitutionalAdjudication, 40 U. CIN. L. Rxv. 199

(1970).
284. Morgan, 384 U.S. at 643-44; see Voting Rights Act of 1965 § 4(e), 42
U.S.C. § 1973b(e) (1988).
285. Lassiter v. Northampton County Bd. of Elections, 360 U.S. 45 (1959).
286. Morgan, 384 U.S. at 652-53 (holding that preservation of Puerto Rican
vote would provide "enhanced political power" to aid Puerto Ricans in securing
nondiscriminatory treatment).
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cial and ethnic discrimination. that all agreed would be unconstitutional. 2 7 Second, and more broadly, the opinion asserted that
Congress could conclude that the literacy test itself violated equal
protection, despite the Court's judgment to the contrary.2 88 This
"substantive" or "definitional" theory is what has occasioned controversy by questioning Marbuiy's premise that the Court is the final
289
authority on constitutional interpretation.
Although RFRA presents a somewhat different situation than
previous section 5 legislation, it can still rest easily on an essentially
"remedial" understanding of the enforcement power. There is no
need to assert :the more controversial position: that Congress can
fundamentally reject the Court's understanding of a constitutional
value. The key is the Smith decision itself, as various commentators
have already noted.2 90 As already discussed,2 91 Smith relies heavily
on the fact that federal courts run into institutional limitationsdifficult problems of judicial power and discretion-when they declare free exercise exemptions from general laws without authorization from the political branches. Smith does, not say that burdens
on religion from general. laws raise no free exercise concerns. The
Court recognized that laws exempting religion from general obligations are "desirable" and further the "value" of religious freedom
that is "enshrin [ed] in the Bill of Rights." 2 92 The Court simply denied "that the appropriate occasions for [exemptions] can be discerned by the courts" acting on their own.2 93 But as already noted,
it explicitly invited legislatures to take the initiative in enacting
exemptions.
The very notion of "permissible accommodation" of religion
depends on the premise that legislatures may pursue free exercise
values even when the courts would not require the specific accommodation under the Constitution. RFRA is "remedial," then, in the
sense that Congress is supplying the remedy that the courts refused
287. Id.
288. Id.
289. See generally Choper, supra note 283 (discussing current state of law regarding Congress' power to define substantive terms of Fourteenth Amendment).
290. Laycock, supra note 48, at 251-52; Lupu, supra note 9, at 59-62 (discussing view that Smith was based more on institutional principles than on substantive
view of religious freedom).
291. For a discussion of the relevant aspects of Smith, see supra notes 23-27,
121-23 and accompanying text.
292. Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 890
(1990).
293. Id.
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94
for institutional reasons to impose.2
The basic argument for congressional power to enact RFRA,
then, is simple. The current Court is driven by a policy of judicial
restraint and deference to elected decision-makers. This attitude
leads the Court to rule in favor of constitutional claimants sparingly, even while recognizing that a constitutional value is implicated in the case. In this situation, it would be perverse to make
the scope of Congress' power turn on the rules that the courts have
adopted to limit their own activities. As the courts move to the
sides, Congress, among other political branches, can and should
step to the foreground and participate in the task of protecting
rights.
The cases on the section 5 power give Congress substantial discretion in determining what is necessary to enforce Fourteenth
Amendment rights. The applicable standard is the deferential one
of "appropriateness" applied under the Necessary and Proper
Clause since McCulloch v. Mayland2 9 5 The remedial theory of Morgan itself-that preserving Puerto Ricans' right to vote would head
off discrimination against them in other areas-was quite broad indeed. To take another example, cases upholding provisions of the
Voting Rights Act have permitted Congress to prohibit practices
that had the effect of denying the vote to minorities on, the ground
that past purposeful discrimination continued to have effects in the
29 6
present.
In the affirmative action context, too, the Court has given Congress considerable discretion under section 5. Congress may determine that minority preferences will remedy past societal
discrimination or increase diversity, and it may institute measures
that are not themselves constitutionally required. 29 7 In the latest
case, Metro Broadcastingv. FC.C., the majority upheld minority preferences in the awarding of radio licenses, giving" 'great weight' " to

294. Lawrence Gene Sager, FairMeasure: The Legal Status of Underenforced Constitutional Norms, 91 HARv. L. REv. 1212 (1978) (discussing constitutional norms
that for institutional reasons are "underenforced" by federal courts but may be
more vigorously enforced by other governmental actors, including Congress);
Lupu, supra note 9, at 59-60 & -n.267 (applying same point to RFRA).
295. See Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641,651 (1966) (citing McCulloch v.
Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819)).
296. Compare City of Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. 55, 62-64 (1980) (requiring
discriminatory motivation for violation of Fifteenth Amendment) with Thornburg
v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 50 (1986) and City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156, 17283 (1980) (upholding application of Voting Rights Act in cases where practice has
discriminatory effect).
297. Metro Broadcasting v. F.C.C., 497 U.S. 547 (1990); Fullilove v. Klutznick,
448 U.S. 448 (1980).
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Congress' approval of the program.2 98 Even the four dissenters acknowledged Congress' "considerable latitude" in exercising "its
'unique remedial powers ... under § 5.'-"299
RFRA does for free exercise exactly what the Voting Rights Act
did for the right to vote. It prohibits laws that have simply the effect
of denying the right, on the ground that a requirement of showing
purpose will mean that many infringements of the right will go unchecked. As the House Committee report states, "[L] egislative motive often cannot be determined and courts have been reluctant to
impute bad motives to legislators."3 00 Congress was well within its
power to conclude that striking only facially non-neutral laws is insufficient "to protect the ability of the religious minorities to prac30
tice their faiths, an explicit fundamental constitutional right." '
Even rights specifically preserved by Smith remain insecure if
general laws are immunized from constitutional scrutiny. General
laws that prohibit religious conduct can have a devastating effect on
religious beliefs, which under Smith are still at the core of the First
Amendment.3 0 2 For example, when the prosecution of "neutral
laws" against polygamy brought the Mormon Church to the brink
of extinction, church leaders announced a change in doctrine to
forbid the practice. This change, for better or worse; substantially
redirected the course of Mormonism in America toward status as a
"mainstream" religion.30 3 And as Professor Laycock has forcefully
argued, enforcement of "neutral" laws has often degenerated into
decidedly non-neutral persecutions, as the ire of officials and the
public comes to focus on a particular unpopular group.30 4 Congress thus was well within its power to conclude that "facially neu298. Metro Broadcasting,497 U.S. at 569.
299. Id. at 605 (O'Connor,J., dissenting). The dissenters argued that the sec'tion 5 power of the Fourteenth Amendment only justified regulation of the states,
not the federal government, and that racial preferences themselves violated equal
protection if adopted for purposes other than remedying past discrimination. Id.
at 606-09. Neither of those concerns are present in cases concerning the application of RFRA to state and local government actions.
300. House Report, supra note 63, at 6.
301. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 8; see House Report, supra note 63, at 5
(noting that Smith "has created a climate in which the free exercise of religion is
continually in jeopardy").
302. See Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872,
877 (1990).
303. See Frederick Mark Gedicks, The Integrity of Suwival A Mormon Response to

Stanley Hauerwas, 42 DEPAUL L. Rv. 167 (1992).
304. See, e.g., Laycock, supra note 10, at 62-64 (discussing near destruction of
Mormon Church, as well as outbreaks of violence against Jehovah's Witnesses who
transgressed general laws limiting solicitation and requiring displays of allegiance
to the flag); Laycock, supra note 48, at 222-23 (same).
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tral laws" have "severely undermined religious observance by many
30 5
Americans."
The section 5 cases also indicate that Congress may riot transgress other constitutional limits or allocations of power. For example, the Court held that Congress could not use the enforcement
power to require that states permit 18 to 21 year olds to vote in state
and local elections, on the ground that Article I, Section 2 assigned
that power to the states.30 6 RFRA does not intrude on other constitutional limits or power allocations. As already noted, if properly
interpreted, RFRA will not go beyond proper accommodation of
religion to improper establishment.3° 7 Moreover, there is no spe3 08
cific allocation to the states of the power to regulate religion.
Finally, while the Court may be resurrecting once again the notion
of a domain of powers reserved to the states under the Tenth
Amendment,30 9 it is well established that such limits apply only to
the commerce power. They do not apply to the Civil War Amendments, which specifically contemplate intruding on state authority
310
in order to protect federal rights.
B.

Prisons and the Military

RFRA clearly reinstates the "compelling interest" test in the
contexts of prisons and the military, overturning the pre-Smith decisions that decided to the contrary under the Constitution.3 11 But
the legislative history makes clear, and common sense also counsels,
that the test should be applied with regard for the "special charac305. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 5 & n.3 (citing testimony by Professor
Laycock); accord House Report, supra note 63, at 2 (recognizing that facially neutral laws "have nefariously burdened the free exercise of religion in the United
States throughout American history") (also citing Laycock testimony in Religious
Freedom Restoration Act of 1991: Hearings on H.R. 2797 Before the Subcomm. on Civil
and ConstitutionalRights of the House Comm. on theJudiciary, 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 1011 (1992)).
306. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 118 (1970).
307. For a discussion on how the statute, properly interpreted, respects Establishment Clause limits on accommodation of religion, see supra part III-C.
308. See Laycock, supra note 48, at 250.
309. New York v. United States, 112 S. Ct. 2408 (1992) (holding unconstitutional "take title" provision of Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments
Act of 1985 because it infringed on state power in violation of Tenth Amendment).
310. City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156, 179 (1980) (raising Fifth
Amendment issues); Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445, 456 (1976) (same); see McConnell, supra note 122, at 188-90 (tracing history of Fourteenth Amendment's
nationalization of specified issues).
311. O'Lone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. 342'(1987) (prisons); Goldman v.
Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986) (military).
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teristics" of these situations. 3 12 Thus in both cases courts should,
first, recognize a compelling interest in "maintain [ing] good order,
security and discipline;" and second, give "due deference to the experience and expertise" of administrators.3 1 3 It was on the understanding that these principles would be in force under RFRA that
the Senate rejected the proposed amendment removing prison
claims from the statute.3 14 Unlike the previous standard of complete deference, however, "mere speculation, exaggerated fears, or
post-hoc rationalizations will not suffice to meet the act's requirements." 3 15 These principles should strike a proper balance between
the religious needs of prisoners and soldiers and the important interests of prison and military administration.
CONCLUSION

Recent cutbacks in constitutional rights by the conservative
Court have produced a spate of statutes seeking to "restore" previous judicially recognized rights.3 16 RFRA reflects both the great
value of such projects and the tensions inherent in them. When
the Court retreats from protecting constitutionally recognized interests, such as free exercise, on the ground ofjudicial restraint, it is
appropriate, indeed imperative, that the political branches contribute to securing those rights. However, the law that a restoration
statute "restores" may already have reflected the pressures ofjudicial restraint. Thus, the "compelling interest" standard that RFRA
restores is potentially at the mercy of previous case law that already
had given the test less than dramatic effect. There is a real danger
that courts, faced with conflicts between some highly religion-protective rhetoric and numerous approving references to previous
case law, will simply end up deferring to the government as they did
before Smith.
312. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 9-11.
313. Id. at 10; see Lawson v. Dugger, 844 F. Supp. 1538, 1542 (S.D. Fla. 1994)
(recognizing "compelling interest in maintaining internal order and security").
314. For the lengthy Senate debate, see 139 CONG. REc. S14,350-68 (daily ed.
Oct. 27, 1993); id. at S14,461-68 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1993).
315. Senate Report, supra note 63, at 10; accord House Report, supra note 63,
at 7-8; see Lawson, 844 F. Supp. at 1542 (striking down prison's outright ban on
inmates receiving literature, as applied to religious literature, because restriction
was greater than necessary to serve interest in,
security); Allah v. Menei, 844 F.
Supp. 1056, 1063 (E.D. Pa. 1994) (refusing to discuss claim that prison's failure to
recognize and provide for new group of Muslim prisoners violated RFRA and holding that prison administrators' "mere assertion" of need "without elaboration"

does not satisfy RFRA).
316. See Lupu, supra note 9, at 27-66 (discussing RFRA, Equal Access Act and
proposed Freedom of Choice Act).
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To guard against this danger, this Article has sought to sketch
an approach that is strongly but not absolutely protective of religious freedom. Such an approach is supported by the text and legislative history. It is consistent with the underlying concerns, if not
all of the results, of previous case law; and it will also be a reasonable policy.
Smith still puts severe limits on constitutional free exercise
rights, and individual state constitutions will not entirely fill the
gap. 31 7 The health of religious freedom in America will be determined in significant part by whether courts prescribe rules of interpretation that make RFRA more than just empty words while at the
same time respecting the spirit of moderation that enabled it to
pass.
317. For a discussion of the potential of state constitutions as vehicles for protection, see Angela C. Carmella, State ConstitutionalProtection of Religious Exercise: An
Emerging Post-Smith Jurisprudence,1993 B.Y.U. L. REv. 275 (1993).
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